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Anomalous scaling, nonlocality, and anisotropy in a model of the passively advected vector field
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A model of the passive vector quantity advected by the Gaussian velocity field with the covariance}d(t
2t8)ux2x8u« is studied; the effects of pressure and large-scale anisotropy are discussed. The inertial-range
behavior of the pair correlation function is described by an infinite family of scaling exponents, which satisfy
exacttranscendentalequations derived explicitly ind dimensions by means of the functional techniques. The
exponents are organized in a hierarchical order according to their degree of anisotropy, with the spectrum
unbounded from above and the leading~minimal! exponent coming from the isotropic sector. This picture
extends to higher-order correlation functions. Like in the scalar model, the second-order structure function
appears nonanomalous and is described by the simple dimensional exponent:S2}r 22«. For the higher-order
structure functions,S2n}r n(22«)1Dn, the anomalous scaling behavior is established as a consequence of the
existence in the corresponding operator product expansions of ‘‘dangerous’’ composite operators, whosenega-
tive critical dimensions determine the anomalous exponentsDn,0. A close formal resemblance of the model
with the stirred Navier-Stokes equation reveals itself in themixing of relevant operators and is the main
motivation of the paper. Using the renormalization group, the anomalous exponents are calculated in theO(«)
approximation, in larged dimensions, for the even structure functions up to the twelfth order.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.046310 PACS number~s!: 47.27.2i, 47.10.1g, 05.10.Cc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of intermittency and anomalous scal
in fully developed turbulence remains essentially an op
theoretical problem. Much effort has been invested rece
into the understanding of the inertial-range behavior of
passive scalar. Both the real experiments and nume
simulations suggest that the breakdown of the class
Kolmogorov-Obukhov theory@1# is even more strongly pro
nounced for a passively advected scalar field than for
turbulent velocity itself. On the other hand, the problem
passive advection appears easier tractable theoretically
Ref. @2# and references therein.

The most progress has been achieved for the so-ca
rapid-change model of the passive scalar advection by a
similar white-in-time velocity field@3#. The model is inter-
esting because of the insight it offers into the origin of int
mittency and anomalous scaling in turbulence: anomal
exponents have been calculated on the basis of a microsc
model and within controlled approximations@4–7#. Within
the ‘‘zero-mode approach’’ to the rapid-change model, p
posed in Refs.@4–6#, nontrivial anomalous exponents a
related to the zero modes~homogeneous solutions! of the
closed exact differential equations satisfied by the equal-t
correlations. In this sense, the model appears exactly s
able. A recent review and more references can be foun
Ref. @2#.

In Ref. @8# and subsequent papers@9–14#, the field theo-
retic renormalization group~RG! and the operator produc
expansion~OPE! were applied to the model@3–5#. The fea-
ture specific to the theory of turbulence is the existence in
corresponding field theoretical models of the composite
erators withnegativescaling~critical! dimensions. Such op
erators, termed ‘‘dangerous’’ in@8–14#, give rise to anoma-
lous scaling, i.e., the singular dependence on the infra
~IR! scale with certain nonlinear anomalous exponents.
1063-651X/2001/64~4!/046310~30!/$20.00 64 0463
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The OPE and the concept of dangerous operators for
Navier-Stokes~NS! turbulence were introduced in Ref.@15#;
detailed review and bibliography can be found in@16,17#.
The relationship between the anomalous exponents and
mensions of composite operators was anticipated in Ref.@18#
for the stochastic hydrodynamics and in@4,5,19# for the Kra-
ichnan model within certain phenomenological formulati
of the OPE, the so-called ‘‘additive fusion rules,’’ typical t
the models with multifractal behavior@20#. A similar picture
naturally arises within the context of the Burgers turbulen
and growth phenomena@21,22#.

Important advantages of the RG approach are its univ
sality and calculational efficiency: a regular systematic p
turbation expansion for the anomalous exponents was c
structed, similar to the well-known« expansion in the theory
of phase transitions, and the exponents were calculated in
second@8–11# and third @12# orders of that expansion. Fo
passively advected vector fields, any calculation of the ex
nents for higher-order correlations calls for the RG tec
niques already in theO(«) approximation@9,23,24#. Further-
more, the RG approach is not related to the aforementio
solvability of the rapid-change model and can also be app
to the case of finite correlation time or non-Gaussian adv
ing field @14#.

Recent research on the Kraichnan model and its des
dants has mostly been concentrated on the passive s
advection. The large-scale transport of vector quantities
hibits more interesting behavior; see monograph@1# and ref-
erences therein. In this paper, we study the anomalous s
ing and effects of anisotropy and pressure, for the pas
vectorfield advected by the rapid-change velocity field. T
model has already been introduced and discussed inde
dently in Refs.@25# and @26#.

Before explaining our motivations, which follow the sam
lines as those of Refs.@25,26#, we shall discuss the definition
of the model in detail.
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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We shall confine ourselves to the case of transverse~so-
lenoidal! passive u(x)[$u i(t,x)% and advecting v(x)
[$v i(t,x)% vector fields and the advection-diffusion equ
tion of the form

“ tu i1] iP5n0Du i1 f i , “ t[] t1~v j] j !, ~1.1!

where P(x) is the pressure,n0 is the diffusivity, D is the
Laplace operator, andf i(x) is a transverse Gaussian stirrin
force with zero mean and covariance

^ f i~x! f j~x8!&5d~ t2t8!Ci j ~r /L !, r[x2x8. ~1.2!

The parameterL is an integral scale related to the stirring a
Ci j is a dimensionless function finite asL→`. Its precise
form is not essential; for generality, it is not assumed to
isotropic. Therefore, the force maintains the steady state
is also a source of the large-scale anisotropy in the syst

The velocityv(x) obeys a Gaussian distribution with ze
mean and covariance

^v i~x!v j~x8!&5D0d~ t2t8!E DpPi j ~p!p2d2« exp@ i~pr !#.

~1.3!

Here and belowp is the momentum,p[upu, Dp
5dp/(2p)d, Pi j (p)[d i j 2pipj /p2 is the transverse projec
tor, D0.0 is an amplitude factor andd is the dimensionality
of the x space. The exponent 0,«,2 plays in the RG ap-
proach the same role as the parameter«542d does in the
RG theory of critical behavior. The IR regularization is pr
vided by the cutoff in integral~1.3! from below atp5m,
where 1/m is another integral scale; the precise form of t
cutoff is not essential. In what follows, we shall not disti
guish the two IR scales, settingm;1/L. The relations

D0 /n05g05L« ~1.4!

define the coupling constantg0 ~i.e., the formal expansion
parameter in the ordinary perturbation theory! and the char-
acteristic ultraviolet~UV! momentum scaleL.

Due to the transversality conditions,] iu i5] iv i50, the
pressure can be expressed as the solution of the Po
equation,

DP52] iv j] ju i . ~1.5!

The issue of interest is, in particular, the behavior of
equal-time structure functions

Sn~r ![^@u r~ t,x!2u r~ t,x8!#n& ~1.6!

in the inertial range, specified by the inequalities 1/L!r
!L;1/m. Hereu r[u i r i /r is the component of the passiv
field along the directionr5x2x8, an analog of the stream
wise component of the turbulent velocity field in real expe
ments.

The general symmetry of the vector problem permits o
to add on the left-hand side of the advection-diffusion eq
tion the ‘‘stretching term’’ of the form (u j] j )v i . This general
vector model is studied in Ref.@24#, and its special magneti
04631
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case, where the pressure term disappears, was studied e
in a number of papers in detail; see Refs.@23,27–30#.

From the physics viewpoints, the model~1.1!–~1.3! can
be considered as the linearized NS equation with the p
scribed statistics of the background fieldv and the additional
convention that the fieldv is ‘‘soft’’ and the perturbationu is
‘‘hard,’’ that is, ]u@]v. Our motivation, however, is differ-
ent: a close formal resemblance of the model~1.1!–~1.3!
with the stirred NS turbulence.

Although the model~1.1! is formally a special case of th
general ‘‘A model’’ @24#, it appears in a sense exception
and requires special investigation. In this case, the stretc
term is absent and the analog of the kinetic energyu2(x) is
conserved, as for the passive scalar and stochastic NS e
tions. An important consequence is the existence of a c
stant flux solution, characteristic of the real NS turbulen
@1#. The second-order structure function appears nonano
lous and is described by the simple ‘‘dimensional’’ expone
S2}r 22«.

Furthermore, since onlyderivativesof the field u enter
into Eq. ~1.1!, the latter possesses additional symmetryu
→u1const. The leading anomalous exponents in the m
netic and general cases are determined by the composite
erators built of the fieldu without derivatives@23,24#; in our
case they become trivial and the leading nontrivial expone
are related to the composite operators built solely of thegra-
dientsof u.

A similar distinction exists also between the density a
tracer scalar fields advected by a compressible velocity
discussed in Ref.@9# in detail. But in contrast with the scala
case, where the leading exponent for a given-order struc
function is determined by an individual composite opera
even in the presence of theu→u1const invariance@8–10#,
in the vector model~1.1! the inertial-range behavior of an
structure function is determined by afamily of composite
operators with the same symmetry and dimension, and
order to find the correspondingsetof exponents and to iden
tify the leading contribution, one has to consider the ren
malization of the whole family, which implies themixing of
individual operators.

In the scalar case, the anomalous exponents for all st
ture functions are given by a single expression that inclu
n, the order of a function, as a parameter@4,5,8#. This re-
mains true for the vector models with the stretching te
@23,24#. In the special vector model~1.1!, the number and
the form of the operators entering into the relevant fam
depend essentially onn, and different structure function
should be studied separately. As a result, no general exp
sion valid for alln exists in the model, in contrast with th
scalar@4,5#, magnetic@23#, and general vector@24# models.

In this respect, the model~1.1! is one step closer to the
nonlinear NS equation, where the inertial-range behavio
structure functions is believed to be related with t
Galilean-invariant~and hence built of the velocity gradients!
operators, which mix heavily in renormalization; see@16,17#
and references therein.

Another important question recently addressed is the
fects of large-scale anisotropy on the inertial-range statist
see, e.g., Ref.@2# and references therein. In particular, it w
0-2
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ANOMALOUS SCALING, NONLOCALITY, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046310
shown that in the presence of anisotropic forcing, the ex
nents describing the inertial-range scaling of the passiv
advected scalar@14,31# and vector@23,29,30# fields and the
turbulent velocity field itself@32–35# are organized in a hi-
erarchical order according to their degree of anisotropy, w
the leading contribution coming from the isotropic sect
The consistency of this picture with the presence of nonlo
terms in the equations for the correlation functions, cau
by the pressure contributions, has been addressed rec
@36# and answered positively in Ref.@26# on the example of
the model~1.1!–~1.3!, for the pair correlation function in
three dimensions, and in Ref.@24# on the example of the
generalA model, for the correlation functions of arbitrar
order ind dimensions.

The plan of the paper and the main results are the follo
ing. In Sec. II we give the field theoretic formulation of th
model, its diagrammatic techniques, and derive exact eq
tions for the response function and pair correlation functi
the so-called Dyson-Wyld equations.

In Sec. III we study the inertial-range behavior of the p
correlation function in the presence of the large-scale an
tropic forcing. This issue for the model~1.1!–~1.3! was al-
ready discussed in Ref.@26#, where the numerical solution
for the scaling exponents were presented in three dimens
for the isotropic sector and low-order anisotropic sectors

In this paper, starting from the Dyson-Wyld equations,
give the general recipe of deriving nonperturbative ex
equations and obtain explicitly transcendental equations
the scaling exponents, related to different irreducible rep
sentations, ind dimensions. This allows us to give gener
description of the behavior of the full set of solutions
isotropic and anisotropic sectors, and to derive analytical
sults in all sectors to orderO(«) in d dimensions. Some
details are given in Appendix A. These results are illustra
by a few nonperturbative solutions obtained numerically
two and three dimensions for the isotropic and low-ord
anisotropic sectors; later, in Sec. VI D and VI E they a
confirmed using the RG and OPE techniques and extende
higher-order structure functions.

In Sec. IV, we perform the UV renormalization of th
model and derive the corresponding RG equations with
actly known RG functions (b function and anomalous di
mensions of the basis fields and parameters!. For d2.3,
these equations possess an IR stable fixed point, which
tablishes the existence of IR scaling with exactly kno
scaling dimensions of the basis fields and parameters o
model.

In Sec. V, we discuss the operator product expansion
its relationship to the issue of anomalous scaling. We sh
that nontrivial exponents describing the inertial-range beh
ior of the 2nth-order even structure function are related
critical dimensions of scalar composite operators built ofn
derivatives of the advected field. Explicit calculation of t
dimensions of relevant operators is given in Sec. VI. T
casen51 can be treated exactly using certain function
Schwinger equation~in the case at hand, it has the meani
of the energy balance equation!. Like in the scalar case@3#,
the functionS2}r 22« appears nonanomalous with the simp
dimensional exponent; Sec. VI A. The casen52 is studied
04631
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in detail; Sec. VI B. The critical dimensions of the releva
family of operators are calculated to orderO(«) in d dimen-
sions; they include a negative dimension, and the functionS4
shows anomalous scaling. The families of the anomalous
ponents related to the higher-order functionsS2n are calcu-
lated in Sec. VI C, in the limit of larged, for n as high as 6;
some technical details are given in Appendix B.

Generalization to the case of anisotropic sectors is
cussed in Sec. VI D and VI E. There, the RG and OPE te
niques confirm the general picture established earlier for
pair correlation function~infinite sets of exponents, hiera
chy, absence of saturation! and extend it to the case of th
higher-order structure functions.

The results obtained are reviewed and discussed in
Conclusion, where the lessons one can learn regarding
stirred NS equation and possible generalization to this n
linear problem are also briefly outlined.

II. FIELD THEORETIC FORMULATION AND THE
DYSON-WYLD EQUATIONS

The stochastic problem~1.1!–~1.3! is equivalent to the
field theoretic model of the extended set of three fieldsF
[$u8,u,v% with action functional

S~F!5u8Duu8/21u8@2“ t1n0D#u2vDv
21v/2 . ~2.1!

The first three terms in Eq.~2.1! represent the Martin-Siggia
Rose-type action for the stochastic problems~1.1! and ~1.2!
at fixedv ~see, e.g.,@16,17# and references therein!, while the
last term represents the Gaussian averaging overv. HereDu
andDv are the correlation functions~1.2! and ~1.3!, respec-
tively, u8 is an auxiliary transverse vector field, the requir
integrations overx5(t,x) and summations over the vecto
indices are implied, for example,

u8] tu[E dt dx u i8~ t,x!] tu i~ t,x!.

The pressure term can be omitted in the functional~2.1! ow-
ing to the transversality of the auxiliary field:

E dxu i8] iP52E dxP] iu i850.

Of course, this does not mean that the pressure contribu
can simply be neglected: the fieldu8 acts as the transvers
projector and selects the transverse part of the expressio
the square brackets in Eq.~2.1!.

The formulation~2.1! means that statistical averages
random quantities in stochastic problems~1.1!–~1.3! can be
represented as functional averages with the wei
expS(F), so that the generating functionals of total@G(A)#
and connected@W(A)# Green functions of the problem ar
given by the functional integral

G~A!5expW~A!5E DF exp@S~F!1AF# ~2.2!

with arbitrary sourcesA[Au8,Au,Av in the linear form
0-3
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AF[E dx @Ai
u8~x!u i8~x!1Ai

u~x!u i~x!1Ai
v~x!v i~x!#.

The model~2.1! corresponds to a standard Feynman d
grammatic technique with the triple vertex2u8(v])u
[u i8u jvkVi jk with vertex factor

Vi jk~p!5 i d i j pk , ~2.3!

where p is the momentum flowing into the vertex via th
field u8. The bare propagators in the frequency-moment
(v-p) representation have the forms

^u i~v,p!u j8~2v,2p!&05^u i8~v,p!u j~2v,2p!&0*

5
Pi j ~p!

~2 iv1n0p2!
, ~2.4a!

^u i~v,p!u j~2v,2p!&05
Ci j ~p!

~v21n0
2p4!

, ~2.4b!

^u i8~v,p!u j8~2v,2p!&050, ~2.4c!

whereCi j (p) is the Fourier transform of the functionCi j (r )
from Eq. ~1.2!; the bare propagator̂v iv j&0 is given by Eq.
~1.3!.

The action functional~2.1! is invariant with respect to the
dilatationu→lu, u8→u8/l, C→l2C, whereC is the cor-
relation function~1.2!. It then follows that any total or con
nected Green function withn fields u and p fields u8 is
proportional to C(n2p)/2. Since the functionC appears
in the bare propagator~2.4b! only in the numerators, the
differencen2p is an even non-negative integer for any no
vanishing function; the Green functions withn2p,0 van-
ish identically. On the contrary, the one-irreducible functi
^u(x1)•••u(xn)u8(y1)•••u8(yp)&12 ir contains the factor
C(p2n)/2 and therefore vanishes forn2p.0; this fact will be
relevant in the analysis of the renormalizability of the mod
~see Sec. IV!.

The pair correlation functionŝFF& of the multicompo-
nent fieldF satisfy standard Dyson equation, which in t
component notation reduces to the system of two nontri
equations for the exact correlation functionDi j (v,p)
5^u i(v,p)u j (2v,2p)& and the exact response functio
Gi j (v,p)5^u i(v,p)u j8(2v,2p)&. We shall see below tha
the latter function does not include the correlation funct
~1.2!, therefore it is isotropic and can be written
Gi j (v,p)5Pi j (p)G(v,p) with certain isotropic scalar func
tion G(v,p). Thus the component equations, usually refer
to as the Dyson-Wyld equations, in our model take on
form ~cf. Refs.@9# for the scalar and@23# for the magnetic
models!

G 21~v,p!Pi j ~p!5@2 iv1n0p2#Pi j ~p!2S i j
u8u~v,p!,

~2.5a!

Di j ~v,p!5uG~v,p!u2@Ci j ~p!1S i j
u8u8~v,p!#, ~2.5b!
04631
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whereSu8u andSu8u8 are self-energy operators represent
by the corresponding one-irreducible diagrams; the ot
functions SFF vanish identically. It is also convenient t
contract Eq.~2.5a! with the projectorPi j (p) in order to ob-
tain the scalar equation:

G 21~v,p!52 iv1n0p22Su8u~v,p!, ~2.6a!

where we have written

Su8u~v,p![S i j
u8u~v,p!Pi j ~p!/~d21!. ~2.6b!

The feature characteristic of the rapid-change models
Eq. ~2.1! is that all the skeleton multiloop diagrams enteri
into the self-energy operatorsSu8u andSu8u8 contain effec-
tively closed circuits of retarded propagators^uu8&0 and
therefore vanish; it is crucial here that the velocity propa
tor ~1.3! contains thed function in time and the bare propa
gator ~2.4c! vanishes. Therefore the self-energy operators
Eq. ~2.5! are given by the one-loop approximations exac
and have the forms

~2.7a!

~2.7b!

The thick solid lines in the diagrams denote theexactpropa-
gators^uu8& and ^uu&; the ends with a slash correspond
the fieldu8, and the ends without a slash correspond tou; the
wavy lines denote the velocity propagator~1.3!; the vertices
correspond to the factor~2.3!. The first equation does no
include the correlation function~1.2!, which justifies the iso-
tropic form of the functionGi j . The analytic expressions fo
the diagrams in Eq.~2.7! have the forms

Su8u~v,p!5
Pi j ~p!

~d21!
E Dv8E Dk Vii 3i 1

~p!Pi 3i 4
~p2k!

3G~v8,p2k!
D0Pi 1i 2

~k!

kd1«
Vi 4 j i 2

~p!, ~2.8a!

S i j
u8u8~v,p!5E Dv8E DkVii 3i 1

~p!Di 3i 4
~v8,p2k!

3
D0Pi 1i 2

~k!

kd1«
Vji 4i 2

~2p!. ~2.8b!

Here we have denotedDv8[dv8/(2p), used the explicit
form ~1.3! of the velocity covariance and the relatio
Pi 1i 2

(k)Vi 4 j i 2
(p2k)5Pi 1i 2

(k)Vi 4 j i 2
(p) for the vertex factor

in Eq. ~2.3!. We also recall that the integrations overk
should be cut off from below atk5m.

The integrations with respect tov8 on the right-hand
sides of Eqs.~2.8! give the equal-time response functio
G(k)5*Dv8G(v8,k) and the equal-time pair correlatio
function Di j (k)5*Dv8Di j (v8,k); note that both the self-
0-4
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energy operators appear independent ofv. The only contri-
bution toG comes from the bare propagator~2.4a!, which in
the t representation is discontinuous at coincident tim
Since the correlation function~1.3!, which enters into the
one-loop diagram forSu8u, is symmetric int and t8, the
response function must be defined att5t8 by half the sum of
the limits, which is equivalent to the conventionG(k)
5*Dv8(2 iv81n0k2)2151/2. This allows one to write the
equation~2.6a! in the form

G 21~v,p!5@2 iv1ne f f~p!p2#, ~2.9!

where thep-dependent effective ‘‘eddy diffusivity’’ is given
by

2p2ne f f~p![2n0p21D0E Dk

kd1« F12
~pk!2

p2k2 G
3F p22

p2k22~pk!2

~d21!up2ku2G . ~2.10!

It follows from Eq.~2.10! that the eddy diffusivity can be
written as the sum of two parts:ne f f(p)5n loc1nnon(p),
where the local part isp independent and coincides with th
expression for the effective diffusivity known in the scal
and magnetic cases, while the nonlocal contribution ha
finite limit at m50 but retains a nontrivial dependence
the momentum:

n loc5n01
D0

2 E Dk

kd1« F12
~pk!2

p2k2 G5n01D0Cdm2«
~d21!

2d«
,

~2.11a!

nnon~p!5
D0

2 E Dk

kd1« F12
~pk!2

p2k2 G ~pk!22p2k2

~d21!p2up2ku2
. ~2.11b!

Here and belowCd[Sd /(2p)d andSd[2pd/2/G(d/2) is the
surface area of the unit sphere ind-dimensional space an
G(z) is the Euler Gamma function. The parameterm in n loc
has arisen from the lower limit in the integral overk. For
m50, Eq. ~2.11b! gives

nnon~p!52D0p2«J/~4p!d/2, ~2.12!

where

J5

~d11!GS «

2DGS 12
«

2DGS 11
d

2D
8GS 11

d1«

2 DGS 21
d2«

2 D , ~2.13!

while for p50 one obtains

nnon52CdD0m2«
~d11!

2d~d12!«
,

ne f f5n01CdD0m2«
~d223!

2d~d12!«
. ~2.14!
04631
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Equations~2.9!–~2.14! give the explicit exact expressio
for the response function in our model; it will be used in Se
IV for the exact calculation of the RG functions. The int
gration of Eq.~2.5b! over the frequencyv gives a closed
equation for the equal-time correlation function; it is impo
tant here that thev dependence of the right-hand side
contained only in the prefactoruG(v,p)u2:

2ne f f~p!p2Di j ~p!5Ci j ~p!1S i j
u8u8~p!. ~2.15!

Using Eqs.~2.8b!, ~2.10!, and ~2.11!, the equation forDi j
can be rewritten in the form

2n0p2Di j ~p!5Ci j ~p!1p2D0E Dk

kd1« F12
~pk!2

p2k2 G
3$Pii 1

~p!Di 1i 2
~p2k!Pi 2 j~p!2Di j ~p!%

22nnon~p!p2Di j ~p!. ~2.16!

The subtracted term in the curly brackets is the contri
tion of n loc in Eq. ~2.15! written in its integral form~2.11a!.
For 0,«,2, the IR cutoff in Eq.~2.16! can be removed.
Indeed, owing to the subtraction, the integral overk is finite
for m→0: the possible IR divergence atk50 is suppressed
by the expression in the curly brackets. In what follows w
setm50 in Eq. ~2.16!.

It is instructive to compare expression~2.14! for the ef-
fective diffusivity in our model with its analogs for the scal
@4# and magnetic@23# cases. For those, the nonlocal part
the effective diffusivity vanishes identically, while its loca
part coincides with Eq. ~2.11a!. Therefore the ratio
n loc /ne f f5(d21)(d12)/(d223) ~we have putp50 and
neglected the bare diffusivityn0! can be considered as
measure of the nonlocality contribution into the turbule
diffusion. It tends to unity asd→`, increases monotonically
as d decreases and diverges atd253. This means that the
nonlocality contribution is negligible at larged ~see also Ref.
@24# for the general vector model!, becomes comparable wit
the local contribution asd is reduced, and dominates th
diffusion in low dimensions~in particular, n loc /ne f f55/3
and 4 ford53 and 2, respectively!.

We also notice that, according to Eq.~2.14!, the effective
diffusivity ne f f(p) becomesnegative for small p!m and
d2,3. Therefore the response function in the tim
momentum representation,

Gi j ~ t,p!5Q~ t !Pi j ~p!exp$2ne f f~p!p2t%,

whereQ(t) is the step function, grows with time for smallp,
thus signalling that the steady-state solution cannot be st
for d2,3: any small perturbation would lead to the expone
tial in-time growth of the mean field̂u&. Indeed, one can
easily see that Eq.~2.15! for the correlation function has no
solutions at smallp andd2,3: its left-hand side is negative
while the right-hand side is strictly positive for alld. We
shall see below in Sec. III A that the inertial-range solutio
of Eq. ~2.15! also become singular and disappear in the lim
d2→3.
0-5
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Although the instability occurs for unphysical value ofd,
it deserves some attention as a result of the competition
tween the local and nonlocal contributions: from Eqs.~2.11!
it follows that n loc is strictly positivefor all d, while nnon is
strictly negative. In a few respects, such an instability diffe
from that established in Ref.@27# for the magnetic~local!
case, in three dimensions, wherennon50, the effective dif-
fusivity coincides with its local part~2.11a! and is always
positive. Thus the response function, and hence the m
^u&, show no hint of misbehavior at the threshold of t
instability; the latter reveals itself on the level of the pa
correlation function and can be related to the complexifi
tion of the inertial-range exponents; see Refs.@27–30#.

III. INERTIAL-RANGE BEHAVIOR AND SCALING
EXPONENTS FOR THE PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION

IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE-SCALE ANISOTROPY

It is well known @4–6# that nontrivial inertial-range expo
nents are determined by zero modes, i.e., the solutions of
~2.16! neglecting both the forcing@C(r )50# and the dissi-
pation (n050). Whatever be the forcing, equations for ze
modes are linear and SO(d) covariant, and their solution ca
be sought in the form of decomposition in irreducible rep
sentations of the rotation group. Equation~2.16! then falls
into independent equations for the coefficient functions.
three dimensions, such decompositions were used in R
@26,30#.

Below we use more elementary derivation, which allo
one to obtain explicitly transcendental equations for the s
ing exponents, related to different irreducible represen
tions, in d dimensions. We restrict ourselves to the case
uniaxial anisotropy, specified by an unit vectorn, which is
sufficient to findall independent exponents, and use expl
expressions for the basis functions in themomentum repre-
sentation. Then the transversality condition can be easily i
posed from the very beginning, and there is no need to ch
it a posteriori.

In contrast with the real-space Legendre decomposit
employed in Refs.@23,29#, our representation is consiste
with the rotational symmetry: it can be considered as
projection of the complete SO(d) decomposition onto the
subspace of the functions with uniaxial symmetry. Therefo
no additional assumptions, like the hierarchy of expone
are needed to disentangle the equations for different an
tropic sectors.

We start with the isotropic case and then discuss the g
eral situation.

A. Solution in the isotropic shell

In the isotropic case, the inertial-range solution is sou
in the form

Di j ~p!5A Pi j ~p!p2d2g. ~3.1!

The zero-mode analog of Eq.~2.16! takes on the form
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D0E Dk

kd1« F12
~pk!2

p2k2 G H F 1

up2kud1g
2

1

pd1gG
2

k2@12~pk!2/p2k2#

~d21!up2kud1g12J 52nnon~p!p2d2g. ~3.2!

In the following, we shall need the standard referen
integrals

E Dk
@12~pk!2/p2k2#n

kd1aup2kud1b
[I n~a,b!

p2d2a2b

~4p!d/2
,

~3.3a!

where

I n~a,b!5

GS n1
d21

2 DGS 2
a

2 DGS n2
b

2 DGS a1b1d

2 D
GS d21

2 DGS n1
a1d

2 DGS b1d

2 DGS n2
a1b

2 D .

~3.3b!

The integral~3.3a! is finite in the region of parameter
specified by the inequalitiesa,0 ~convergence atk→0),
b,2n ~convergence atk2p→0, improved by the factor
@12(pk)2/p2k2#n}uk2pu2n) and a1b.2d ~convergence
at k→`). However, expression~3.3b! is meaningful in a
wider range of parameters and, in the spirit of analytical a
dimensional regularizations@37,38#, it can be considered a
the analytical continuation of the integral~3.3a! from the
region in which it converges. The precise meaning of su
a continuation is that Eq.~3.3! gives the correct value of the
integral with proper subtractions that ensure its convergen
For example, if the factor 1/up2kud1b is replaced with the
difference 1/up2kud1b21/pd1b ~that is, the zeroth term o
the Taylor expansion ink is subtracted!, the integral becomes
convergent fora,2 and expression Eq.~3.3! gives the cor-
rect answer for this ‘‘improved’’ integral.

One can easily see that Eq.~3.2! involves such a subtrac
tion, which improves its convergence at smallk. Therefore,
one can use the formal expression~3.3! in Eq. ~3.2! and
simultaneously omit the subtracted term. Then Eq.~3.2!
takes the form

I 1~«,g!2I 2~«22,g12!/~d21!522J, ~3.4!

with J from Eq. ~2.13!. We shall see below that theleading
admissiblesolution of this equation isg522«, so that the
integrals entering into Eq.~3.2! are convergent for all 0,«
,2 and the above procedure is internally consistent. In
~3.4!, we omit the overall nonvanishing factor

GS 12
«

2DGS 12
g

2DGS g1d1«

2 D
«~d11!GS 11

d1«

2 DGS 11
d1g

2 DGS 22
g1«

2 D
and obtain the desired equation for the zero-mode expon
in the isotropic case:
0-6
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FIG. 1. Leading scaling exponents for the isotropic sectorl 50 in d52 ~left! andd53 ~right!.
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GS 11
d

2DGS 11
«

2DGS 11
d1g

2 DGS 22
«1g

2 D
GS 21

d2«

2 DGS 12
g

2DGS d1«1g

2 D .

~3.5!

The transcendental equation~3.5! has infinitely many so-
lutions. This means that the inertial-range behavior of
correlation function is given by an infinite sum of powerlik
contributions of the form~3.1!; the leading term is given by
the minimal exponentg.

Some solutions can be ruled out as not admissible@4,5#;
admissible solutions are non-negative for«50 ~see, e.g.,
@23,30#!. The remaining solutions, all having the formsg5
2d22k1O(«) with non-negative integerk, are also mean-
ingful and describe the behavior of the correlation function
large scalesr @L @4#; we shall not discuss them in the fo
lowing.

It then follows from Eq.~3.5! that the leading admissibl
inertial-range solution isg522« ~no corrections of order«2

and higher!. In the coordinate representation, this cor
sponds toS2}r 22«, that is, the second-order structure fun
tion is nonanomalous like in the scalar model@3#.

For small«, all the subleading exponents can be writt
in the form

gk52k2«
~d21!~d12!

~d223!
1«2

~d11!~d12!

2~d223!2

3H ~d21!K2
~d11!

~k21!~d12k!J 1O~«3! ~3.6!

with k52,3,4 and so on. The functionsc(z)5d ln G(z)/dz
can be eliminated from the coefficient

K5c~k1d/2!2c~21d/2!1c~k!2c~1!

using the relationc(z11)5c(z)11/z. In order to prevent
the appearance of ambiguities in the zeroth order in«, it is
04631
e

t
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convenient to rewrite the right-hand side of Eq.~3.5! such
that the Gamma functions have no poles atgk52k. This is
easily done using the relation G(11z)G(12z)
5pz/sin(pz) and is also useful for the numerical solution

Nonperturbative solutions of Eq.~3.5! can only be ob-
tained numerically. They are illustrated by Fig. 1 ford52
~left! andd53 ~right!; the latter is in agreement with Fig.
from Ref. @26#. One can see that solutions~3.6! exist for all
0<«<2, decrease monotonically as« grows and turn to
gk52k22 at «52. The exponentg50 corresponds to the
solutiond i j d(p) that exists for alld ~see below!.

It is easily seen that the integrals entering into Eq.~3.2!
are divergent on these solutions atk2p→0. One can say
that the knowledge of the exponents is insufficient to disc
the convergence: it is necessary to know the behavior of
entire solution in the region of small momenta,uk2pu!m,
where it no longer reduces to a sum of power terms with
exponents~3.6!. However, it is intuitively clear that the form
of the solution at such small momenta is irrelevant for t
calculation of the inertial-range exponents. Indeed, we m
no assumptions about the form of the solution in that ran
sought them in purely powerlike form and managed to der
closed equations for the exponents using the prescription
the analytical regularization. A simple justification of th
procedure follows.

In coordinate representation, the solution is sought in
form D(r )}r gC(mr ) ~for simplicity, here and below we omi
its vector indices!. The convergence problems arise ifg.0,
which is implied in what follows. It is natural to assume th
the scaling functionC(mr ) is such thatD(r ) vanishes atr
50 along with all its derivatives up to thenth order, where
n is the maximal integer satisfying the inequalityg.n. This
gives the set of integral relations

E dq qi 1
. . . qi k

D~q!50, k50,1, . . . ,n ~3.7!

for the correlation functionD(q)}q2d2gC̃(q/m) in momen-
tum representation. The integral entering into Eq.~3.2! can
symbolically be written as
0-7
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E dq F~q,p!D~q!, ~3.8!

where we have introduced the new variableq5p2k. The
form of the kernelF(q,p) is clear from the comparison with
Eq. ~3.2!; the divergence can arise from the regionq→0,
where the solution behaves asD(q)}q2d2g. Owing to rela-
tions ~3.7!, the value of integral~3.8! does not change if one
subtracts fromF(q,p) the first terms of its Taylor expansio
up to thenth order:

E dqH F~q,p!2F~0,p!2qi

]F~0,p!

]qi
2•••

2
1

n!
qi 1

. . . qi n

]nF~0,p!

]qi 1
•••]qi n

J D~q!. ~3.9!

Now one can setm50 in the functionD(q), that is, replace
the exact solution with its inertial-range asymptotic expr
sion D(q)}q2d2g: the possible divergence atq50 is sup-
pressed by the expression in the curly brackets, which
haves asqn12 for q→0. Therefore, one can use the form
rules of analytical regularization and simultaneously omit
subtracted terms@38#: this gives the correct answer for th
convergent integral with proper subtractions in Eq.~3.9!.

We thus conclude that the exponents~3.6! may appear in
the full solution as correction terms; in the correspond
integrals exact solution can be replaced with its powerl
asymptote and the resulting integrals are properly given
the rules of analytical regularization.

Our conclusions are in agreement with those drawn
Ref. @26# for the equation in coordinate space, although
analysis in momentum space appears rather different. In
ticular, the momentum-space analysis reveals the close
semblance between the scalar and vector models: for
former, the correlation function in momentum representat
also satisfies anintegral equation and the above discussion
needed to fix the convergence problem. It is also worth n
ing that the procedure employed in Ref.@26# for the calcu-
lation of divergent integrals involves analytical continuati
from the region of convergence, and is therefore close to
concept of analytical regularization.

Furthermore, the ‘‘realizability’’ of solutions~3.6! is
guaranteed by the fact that in the RG approach they are i
tified with the critical dimensions of composite operators e
tering into the corresponding operator product expansio
see Sec. V.

Besides powerlike solutions, Eq.~3.2! also possesses th
solution of the formd i j d(p). To demonstrate this, we use th
well-known representation of thed-dimensionald function

d~p!5 lim
s→0

E Dx~Lx!2s exp@ i~px!#

5Sd
21 p2d lim

s→0
@s~p/L!s# ~3.10!

and substitute it into Eq.~3.2!. For smalls, the integral on
its left-hand side is finite. Therefore it vanishes ass→0 in
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Eq. ~3.10!, and the equation is satisfied. Another such so
tion, @d i j 2dninj # d(p), belongs to the first anisotropic sec
tor. The both solutions are automatically transverse owing
the relation pid(p)50. In coordinate representation, the
correspond to constant terms, so that the exponentg50 can
formally be assigned to them. They are indeed present in
pair correlation function, but disappear from the structu
function ~1.6! owing to the relationS250 for r50.

We have already established in the end of Sec. II that
model~1.1!–~1.3! becomes unstable atd5A3 and no steady-
state solution for the correlation function exists in the ran
of small momenta,p!m. It is easily seen that expression
~3.6! for the inertial-range exponents diverge in this lim
The same singularity occurs in the first-order expressions
another exponents in our model; see, e.g., Eqs.~3.21!–
~3.25!, ~6.25!, and ~6.33! in subsequent sections. Moreove
the RG analysis shows that the actual expansion parame
g* }«/(d223) rather than« itself; see Eq.~4.9! in Sec. IV.
Therefore, the higher-order terms of the« expansions be-
come more and more singular asd approachesA3 from
above and any finite-order approximation cannot be trus

Numerical solution shows that ford close to the threshold
the behavior of exponentsgk consists of two pronounced
stages. At the beginning, the exponents decrease rapidly«
increases in agreement with the first-order expression in
~3.6!. Then, for a very small value of« ~which tends to zero
as d→A3) the instantaneous stabilization takes place at
almost constant valuegk'2k22, and for«52 one hasgk
52k22 exactly.

For d5A3 the solutions do not exist. This fact can b
naturally explained, and extended to the other exponents
the basis of the« expansion. The series in« can be rewritten
as series ing* }«/(d223), with coefficients regular atd2

53. Then they can be inverted into expansions ofg* in g
@more precisely, ing22k5O(«)#, where the coefficients
are also regular. In other words, the inverted« series can be
written as«5(d223) f (g), wheref is a function regular as
d→A3. Ford5A3 this gives«50, that is, no solution exists
for g if «.0.

B. Scaling behavior in anisotropic sectors

Now let us turn to the case of uniaxial anisotropy, spe
fied by an unit vectorn in the correlation function~1.2!, and
introduce the following irreduciblel th rank tensors

N i 1••• i l
( l ) [Pirr@ni 1

•••ni l
#. ~3.11!

Here and below,Pirr denotes the irreducible part, obtained b
subtracting the appropriate expression involving the K
neckerd symbols, such that the resulting tensor is tracel
with respect to any pair of indices. In particular,N i

(1)5ni ,
N i j

(2)5ninj2d i j /d, N i jk
(3)5ninjnk2(d i j nk1d iknj1d jkni)/

(d12) and so on.
It is easy to see that structures~3.11! are orthogonal on

the sphere:
0-8
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E dn N ( l )N (s)50 for lÞs, ~3.12!

where dn is the area element of the unit sphere in t
d-dimensional space.

The contraction of the tensor~3.11! with a fixed vectorp
gives

N i 1••• i l
( l ) pi 1

. . . pi l
5pl Pl~z!, z[~np!/p, ~3.13!

wherePl(z)5zl1O(zl 22) are the Gegenbauer polynomial
which reduce to the Legendre polynomials and trigonome
cal functions in three and two dimensions, respectively@39#.

The relation~3.12! implies that these polynomials are o
thogonal on the sphere even if their arguments are differ

E dn Pl~z!Ps~z8!50 for lÞs, ~3.14!

wherez[(np)/p andz8[(np8)/p8 with any fixed vectorsp
andp8.

In terms of the structures~3.11! and transverse projector
Pi j the desired decomposition of the pair correlation funct
can be written as follows:

Di j ~p!5(
l 50

`

D i j
( l )~p!, ~3.15!

where the summation runs over all even values ofl and the
coefficient functions have the forms

D i j
( l )~p!5Pii 1

~p!@A( l )~p!d i 1i 2
~N i 3i 4••• i l 12

( l ) pi 3
pi 4

. . . pi l 12
!

1~B( l )~p!p2 N i 1i 2i 3i 4••• i l
( l ) pi 3

pi 4
. . . pi l

!#Pi 2 j~p!.

~3.16!

Whatever be the coefficient functionsA( l ) and B( l ), depen-
dent only onp5upu, the expression~3.16! is symmetric in
the tensor indicesi, j and orthogonal to the vectorp:
piD i j

( l )(p)50.
The first tensor structure in Eq.~3.16! can be expressed i

terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials using the rela
~3.13!, while the second structure can be expressed in te
of the polynomialsPl(z) and their derivatives using the re
lation

l ~ l 21!N i 1i 2i 3i 4••• i l
( l ) pi 3

pi 4
. . . pi l

5
]2

]pi 1
]pi 2

@pl Pl~z!#,

which is obvious from the definition~3.11! and the the rela-
tion ~3.13!.

Substituting the series~3.15! into the zero-mode analog o
Eq. ~2.16! then gives the equation for the coefficient fun
tions A( l ) and B( l ), which can be symbolically written a
L i j (p)50. Its left-hand side can be decomposed using
same tensor structures~3.11!, so that the equation can b
reduced to an infinite family of the scalar equations
04631
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E dn L i i ~p! ~pn! l50, E dn L i j ~p!ninj~pn! l 2250,

~3.17!

with the integration over the unit sphere; cf. Eq.~3.12!. Ow-
ing to the generalized orthogonality relation~3.14!, the l th
pair of equations~3.17! involves only the coefficient func-
tions A( l ) and B( l ) with the same indexl, so that the equa-
tions for different values ofl have decoupled.

In the inertial range, the solution in thel th sector is
sought in the formA( l )5alp

2d2 l 2g l, B( l )5blp
2d2 l 2g l,

which corresponds toD ( l )(r )}r g l in coordinate representa
tion; for the isotropic shell,l 50, this reduces to the singl
term ~3.1!. For l>2, one obtains a pair of linear equation
for each pair of coefficientsal , bl :

C11
( l )al1C12

( l )bl50, C21
( l )al1C22

( l )bl50, ~3.18!

where the coefficientsCab
( l ) depend on«, d and the unknown

exponentg l . They all can be expressed in terms of the ba
integrals~3.3!. In particular, forl 52 one obtains

C11
(2)5~d21!2 Ĩ 12~d221!I 21dI3 ,

C12
(2)5C21

(2)52~d21! Ĩ 11~d11!I 22dI3 ,

C22
(2)5~d21!~d222! Ĩ 1/22~d221!I 21dI3 , ~3.19!

where Ĩ 1[I 112J with J from Eq. ~2.13! and I n[I n(g2
22,«12). The l th pair of equations involves integralsI n
[I n(g l22,«12) with n as high asl /212. The coefficients
Cab

( l ) for higher values ofl up to l 512 are given in Appendix
A.

The desired equation forg l is obtained as the requiremen
that the linear homogeneous system~3.18! have nontrivial
solutions:

detuCab
( l ) u50. ~3.20!

For any givenl, the determinant can easily be written dow
in terms of standard integrals, provided the coefficients
known @see Eq.~3.19! for l 52 and Appendix A forl<12#;
then using the explicit expressions~3.3! for I n one obtains
transcendental equations similar to Eq.~3.5! but much more
cumbersome. We shall not write them down explicitly f
the sake of brevity and turn to the corresponding solution

It is also worth noting that forl>4 the formal divergence
of the integrals in Eq.~3.2! occurs already for the leadin
exponents and the discussion, similar to that given in S
III A, is needed to justify the use of analytic regularization

For d52, the two structures in Eq.~3.16! coincide and
the determinant detuCab

( l ) u vanishes identically. We shall re
turn to this case in the end of the section, and from now
we assumedÞ2.

For any givenl>2 and small«, all possible solutions for
the exponentsg l can be written in the formg l5( l 22
12k)1O(«) with k50,1,2, . . . . Theleading exponent cor-
responds tok50; it is unique for anyl>2 and has the form
0-9
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g l5~ l 22!H 11«

3
~d12!~ l 23!~d224d12ld1 l 225l 14!

~d223!~d12l 26!~d12l 24!~d12l 22!

1O~«2!J . ~3.21!

For all k>1, there are exactly two solutions. Fork51, they
can be written as

g l5 l 2«
~d12!x6

~d223!~d12l 22!
1O~«2!, ~3.22!
E

e

c

04631
where the slopesx6 satisfy the quadratic equation

x2~d12l 24!~d12l !2@d41~4l 25!d314~ l 224l 12!d2

1~24l 322l 2114l 24!d22l ~ l 21!~ l 22!~3l 11!#x

2 l ~ l 21!~d1 l 21!@d31~3l 25!d2

1~2l 2211l 18!d12~2 l 31 l 213l 22!#50.

In particular, forl 52 this gives

x65$d313d228d216

6A~d14!~d512d427d324d218d116!%/2~d14!.

~3.23!

For k52, the solutions have the form
g l5~ l 12!1«
~d12!@2d41~226l !d31~319l 211l 2!d21~2616l 116l 226l 3!d1 l ~ l 221!~ l 110!#

~d223!~d12l 22!~d12l !~d12l 12!
1O~«2!,

g l5~ l 12!2«
~d21!~d12!

~d223!
1O~«2!. ~3.24!
ve
r

e
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of
The situation simplifies for allk>3: then the solutions in
orderO(«) are degenerate and have the form

g l5~ l 2212k!2«
~d21!~d12!

~d223!
1O~«2!, ~3.25!

that is, the slope is the same as for the second solution in
~3.24! and the standard slope~3.6! for the isotropic sector.
However, the degeneracy is removed by theO(«2) terms,
and the two solutions~3.25! do not coincide identically.

At the opposite edge,«52, all the solutions can also b
found analytically for any givenl>2. They take on the val-
ues l 22 ~single!, l, l 12, l 14, and so on~twofold degen-
eracy for dÞ2 and single otherwise!. In addition to these
‘‘standard’’ values, for all l>2 there are exactly two
d-dependent solutionsg l

6 ; they satisfy certain quadrati
equations and have the forms

g l
152

d

2
1

1

2
Ad314ld22d224ld14l 2d28l 14l 2

~d21!
,

g l
252

d

2
1

1

2
Ad314ld229d224ld14l 2d1828l 14l 2

~d21!
~3.26!

~only one solution of each equation is admissible!. Note that
g l

1.g l
2 for all l and d.1. For larged, exponents~3.26!

behave asg l
15 l 1O(1/d) and g l

25 l 221O(1/d), respec-
tively, so that all solutions become ‘‘standard’’ atd5`.
q.

Nonperturbative solutions for intermediate values of« be-
tween 0 and 2 can only be obtained numerically. We ha
performed the calculation in two and three dimensions fol
<12; the results are illustrated by Fig. 2 forl 52, 8, and 12.
For d53 andl<10, our solutions are in agreement with th
results presented in Fig. 2 of Ref.@26#, except for the case
l 52: the behaviors of the solutionsg2521O(«) and g2

541O(«) are different. We believe that this disagreeme
is not conceptual and is explained by calculational errors
Ref. @26#. For the sake of brevity, we do not give the sol
tions for l 54, 6, and 10, which in three dimensions are
agreement with Ref.@26#. The exponentg50 for l 52 cor-
responds to the solution@d i j 2dninj # d(p), which exists for
all d ~see Sec. III A!.

The figures illustrate the following qualitative behavior
the solutions, which holds for alldÞ2 andl>2. The leading
solution~3.21! exists for all« and turns tol 22 for «52. In
fact, it is hardly distinguishable from a constant,g l' l 22,
for all values of« (g2[0, see Sec. III A!.

For anyl, some critical valuekc5kc( l ,d) exists such that
for all k.kc the behavior of the solutionsg l5 l 2212k
1O(«) is simple: the both solutions exist for all«, decrease
slowly as« grows and turn tog l5 l 2412k for «52. ~In
fact, the both solutions corresponding to givenl and k are
very close to each other for all values of«.!

For fixed l, the critical valuekc decreases asd increases,
so that all solutions withk51,2, . . . become simple~in the
above sense! provided d is large enough. For fixedd, the
critical valuekc increases withl; in particular, in three di-
mensionskc52 for l 52, 4, 6, kc53 for l 58, 10, andkc
54 for l 512.
0-10
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FIG. 2. Leading scaling exponents for the sectorsl 52, 8, and 12~from above to below! in d52 ~left! andd53 ~right!. Dashed lines
denote solutions that exist as limitsd→2 but disappear in two dimensions.
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An interesting interaction between the solutions with
fixed l and differentk occurs for 1<k<kc . Two branches
starting at«50 with different values ofk can coalesce and
disappear for some value of« between 0 and 2. Anothe
possible process is the creation of a pair of solutions
some 0,«,2. A solution that starts at«50 can annihilate
with a solution from a pair that was created for some fin
value of«. The interplay between these creation-annihilat
04631
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processes can produce a very complicated pattern, as i
trated by Fig. 2 for the sectorsl 52, 8, and 12~see also Fig.
2 in Ref. @26#!.

It turns out, however, that the creation and annihilation
solutions eventually compensate each other in the sense
the number of branches starting at«50 with 0,k,kc is
equal to the number of branches arriving at«52 and con-
fined between the leading solution (g l5 l 22 for «52) and
0-11
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the lowest ‘‘simple’’ solution (g l5 l 2412kc for «52). The
balance is possible owing to the existence of two ‘‘nonsta
ard’’ solutions~3.26! at the edge«52. They also determine
the boundary between the solutions with ‘‘simple’’ and ‘‘in
teresting’’ behavior: the uppermost solution with the intere
ing behavior,g l5 l 2212kc1O(«), turns tog l

1 at «52.
~Some reservations are needed if a ‘‘standard’’ solution a«
52 lies between the rootsg l

6 or coincides with one of them
In particular, for d53 and l 52, the standard solutiong2
52 exists but is isolated in the sense that noreal branches
attach it from the region«,2. For d53 and l 512, one
obtainsg12

2 516, and this standard value acquires threef
degeneracy!.

The behavior eventually simplifies in the limitd→`. All
the solutions become simple in the above sense and the
described by straight lines:g l5 l 22 for the leading solution
andg l5 l 2212k2« for all k>1.

The annihilation of coalescing solutions actually mea
that they become complex: the effect known for the magn
model @27#, where it occurs in the isotropic shell. It wa
argued in Refs.@27,29# that the complexification leads to th
instability of the steady state~exponential growth of the pai
correlation function!. We shall not discuss this important is
sue here and only stress an essential distinction betwee
two cases. In the magnetic model, theleading admissible
exponent g5O(«) coalesces with the solutiong52d
1O(«), which is not admissible and describes the larg
scale behavior atr @L @see the remark and references bel
Eq. ~3.5!#. In models~1.1!–~1.3! the coalescence occurs on
in anisotropic sectors and only fornonleading admissible
exponents. If the steady state remains stable, the iner
range behavior in the corresponding sectors will include
cillations on the powerlike background; compare the disc
sion in Ref.@13#.

In two dimensions, the tensor structures in decomposi
~3.16! become coincident, and the determinant detuCab

( l ) u in

Eq. ~3.20! vanishes identically. All the coefficientsCab
( l ) for

d52 become equal up to the sign@see Eq.~3.19! for l 52#.
Therefore, the equation for the exponentsg l can simply be
written as

C11
( l )50. ~3.27!

All solutions of thed-dimensional equation~3.20! have well-
defined limits asd→2, and all true two-dimensional solu
tions are indeed recovered in this limit. However, this lim
gives more solutions than the correct two-dimensional eq
tion: one-half of the solutions obtained in the limitd→2
from the d-dimensional case do not satisfy Eq.~3.27! and
should be discarded. This behavior is illustrated by Fig.
where the solid lines on the diagrams withd52 and l>2
denote solutions obtained both from the two-dimensio
equation~3.27! and as limitsd→2 from d-dimensional so-
lutions, and the dashed lines denote spurious solutions
are obtained in the limitd→2 from Eq. ~3.20!, but do not
satisfy equation~3.27!. We shall see in Sec. VI C and VI D
that similar effect is encountered in the RG and OPE
proach: all critical dimensions have well-defined limits asd
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→2, but some of them should be ruled out due to line
relations between composite operators that hold in t
dimensions.

IV. RENORMALIZATION, RG FUNCTIONS,
AND RG EQUATIONS

The analysis of the UV divergences is based on the an
sis of canonical dimensions@37,38#. Dynamical models of
the type~2.1!, in contrast to static models, have two scale
so that the canonical dimension of some quantityF ~a field or
a parameter in the action functional! is described by two
numbers, the momentum dimensiondF

k and the frequency
dimension dF

v . They are determined such that@F#

;@L#2dF
k
@T#2dF

v
, whereL is the length scale andT is the

time scale. The dimensions are found from the obvious n
malization conditionsdk

k52dx
k51, dk

v5dx
v50, dv

k 5dt
k

50, dv
v52dt

v51, and from the requirement that each ter
of the action functional be dimensionless~with respect to the
momentum and frequency dimensions separately!. Then,
based ondF

k and dF
v , one can introduce the total canonic

dimensiondF5dF
k 12dF

v ~in the free theory,] t}D), which
plays in the theory of renormalization of dynamical mode
the same role as the conventional~momentum! dimension
does in static problems@38#.

The dimensions for the model~2.1! are given in Table I,
including the parameters that will be introduced later o
From the table it follows that the model is logarithmic~the
coupling constantg0 is dimensionless! at «50, so that the
UV divergences have the form of the poles in« in the Green
functions.

The total canonical dimension of an arbitrary on
irreducible Green functionG5^F•••F&12 ir is given by the
relation

dG5dG
k 12dG

v5d122NFdF , ~4.1!

whereNF5$Nu8 ,Nu ,Nv% are the numbers of correspondin
fields entering into the functionG, and the summation ove
all types of the fields is implied. The total dimensiondG is
the formal index of the UV divergence. Superficial UV d
vergences, whose elimination requires counterterms, ca
present only in those functionsG for which dG is a non-
negative integer.

Analysis of the divergences should be based on the
lowing auxiliary considerations@16,17#.

~i! From the explicit form of the vertex and bare prop
gators in the model~2.1! it follows that Nu82Nu52N0 for
any one-irreducible Green function, whereN0>0 is the total

TABLE I. Canonical dimensions of the fields and parameters
the model~2.1!.

F u u8 v n, n0 m, m, L g0 g

dF
k 0 d 21 22 1 « 0

dF
v 21/2 1/2 1 1 0 0 0

dF 21 d11 1 0 1 « 0
0-12
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number of bare propagators^uu&0 entering into the function
~see Sec. II!. Therefore, the differenceNu82Nu is an even
non-negative integer for any nonvanishing function.

~ii ! If for some reason a number of external mome
occurs as an overall factor in all the diagrams of a giv
Green function, the real index of divergencedG8 is smaller
than dG by the corresponding number~the Green function
requires counterterms only ifdG8 is a non-negative integer!.
In the model~2.1!, the derivative] at the vertexu8(v ])u
can be moved onto the fieldu8 by virtue of the transversality
of the fieldv. Therefore, in any one-irreducible diagram it
always possible to move the derivative onto any of the
ternal ‘‘tails’’ u or u8, which decreases the real index
divergence:dG85dG2Nu2Nu8 . The fieldsu, u8 enter into
the counterterms only in the form of derivatives]u, ]u8.

From the dimensions in Table I we finddG5d122Nv
1Nu2(d11)Nu8 and dG85(d12)(12Nu8)2Nv . It then
follows that for anyd, superficial divergences can only exi
in the one-irreducible functionŝu8u . . . u&12 ir with Nu8
51 and arbitrary value ofNu , for which dG52, dG850.
However, all the functions withNu.Nu8 vanish~see above!
and obviously do not require counterterms. We are left w
the only superficially divergent function̂u8u&12 ir , which
does not depend on the correlation function~1.2! and there-
fore is isotropic; see Sec. II. The corresponding countert
must contain two symbols], and owing to the isotropy and
transversality conditions reduces to the only structureu8Du.

Inclusion of this counterterm is reproduced by the mu
plicative renormalization of the parametersg0 , n0 in the
action functional~2.1! with the only independent renorma
ization constantZn :

n05nZn , g05gm«Zg , Zg5Zn
21 . ~4.2!

Here m is the reference mass in the minimal subtract
~MS! scheme, which is always used in what follows,g andn
are renormalized analogs of the bare parametersg0 andn0,
and Z5Z(g,«,d) are the renormalization constants. The
relation in Eq.~4.2! results from the absence of renormaliz
tion of the last term in Eq.~2.1!. No renormalization of the
fields and the ‘‘mass’’m is required, i.e.,ZF51 for all F and
m05m. The renormalized action functional has the form

SR~F!5u8Duu8/21u8@2¹ t1nZnD#u2v Dv
21v/2,

~4.3!

where the amplitudeD0 from Eq. ~1.3! expressed in renor
malized parameters using Eqs.~4.2!: D0[g0n05gm«n.

The explicit form of the constantZn is determined by the
requirement that the one-irreducible function^u8u&12 ir ex-
pressed in renormalized variables be UV finite~i.e., be finite
for «→0). This requirement determinesZn up to an UV
finite contribution; the latter is fixed by the choice of th
renormalization scheme. In the MS scheme all renormal
tion constants have the form ‘‘11 only poles in«.’’ The
function ^u8u&12 ir in our model is known exactly; see Eq
~2.9!–~2.14! in Sec. II. We substitute Eqs.~4.2! into it and
chooseZn to cancel the pole in« in the resulting expression
04631
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This is equivalent to the requirement thatne f f(p) be finite;
its pole part is independent ofp and is therefore contained i
Eq. ~2.14!. This gives

Zn512g Cd

~d223!

2d~d12!«
, ~4.4!

with coefficientCd from Eq.~2.11!. The result~4.4! is exact,
i.e., it has no corrections of orderg2, g3, and so on; this is a
consequence of the fact that the one-loop approxima
~2.7a! for the response function is exact. Also note that e
pression~4.4! differs from the exact expression forZn in the
scalar@8# and magnetic@23# cases.

The relation S(F,e0)5SR(F,e,m) ~where e0
5$g0 ,n0 ,m% is the complete set of bare parameters, ane
5$g,n,m% is the set of their renormalized analogs! implies
W(A,e0)5WR(A,e,m), whereW is the functional~2.2! and
WR is its renormalized counterpart obtained by the repla
mentS→SR . We useD̃m to denote the differential operatio
m]m for fixed e0 and operate on both sides of this relatio
with it. This gives the basic RG differential equation

DRGWR~e,m!50, ~4.5!

whereDRG is the operationD̃m expressed in the renorma
ized variables:

DRG[Dm1b~g!]g2gn~g!Dn . ~4.6!

In Eq. ~4.6!, we have writtenDx[x]x for any variablex, and
the RG functions~the b function and the anomalous dimen
sion g) are defined as

gF~g![D̃m ln ZF for any ZF , ~4.7a!

b~g![D̃mg5g@2«1gn~g!#. ~4.7b!

The relation betweenb andg in Eq. ~4.7b! results from the
definitions and the last relation in Eq.~4.2!. From the rela-
tions ~4.4! and ~4.7! one obtains explicit expressions for th
RG functions:

gn~g!5
2«Dg ln Zn

12Dg ln Zn
5gCd

~d223!

2d~d12!
. ~4.8!

From Eq.~4.7b! it follows that the RG equations of th
model have an IR stable fixed point@b(g* )50, b8(g* )
.0# with the coordinate

g* 5
2d~d12!«

Cd~d223!
. ~4.9!

From the relation between the RG functions in Eq.~4.7b! the
value of gn(g) at the fixed point is found exactly:gn*
[gn(g* )5«.

For d2,3, the fixed point is negative and therefore n
accessible for the RG flow with physical~positive! initial
data forg. This is in agreement with the conclusion of Sec.
0-13
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that no stable steady state exists in the model ford2,3 @see
the discussion below Eq.~2.16!#.

For d2.3, the fixed point is positive; this establishes t
existence of scaling behavior in the IR region (Lr @1 and
any fixedmr) for all correlation functions of the model. Le
F be some multiplicatively renormalized quantity~say, a cor-
relation function involving composite operators!, i.e., F
5ZFFR with certain renormalization constantZF . It satisfies
the RG equation of the form@DRG1gF#FR50 with gF from
Eq. ~4.7a! andDRG from Eq. ~4.6!. The solution of the RG
equation then shows that in the IR regionF takes on the
scaling form

F.L2gF* D
0
dF

v

r 2DFjF~mr!, ~4.10!

where

DF5dF
k 1DvdF

v1gF* , Dv522gn* ~4.11!

is the critical dimension of the functionF, dF
v , anddF are its

frequency and total canonical dimensions,gF* 5gF(g* ) is
the value of its anomalous dimension at the fixed point,Dv

522gn* 522« is the critical dimension of the frequency
andjF(mr) is the scaling function whose form is not dete
mined by the RG equation itself. Derivation of Eq.~4.11!
and more detail can be found in Refs.@14,16,17,38#. In par-
ticular, for the structure functions~1.6! with dF50, dF

v5

2n/2 ~see Table I! andgF* 50 ~see Sec. VI! one obtains

Sn~r !5D0
2n/2 r n(12«/2) jn~mr!, ~4.12!

so that the dependence on the UV scaleL disappears, while
the dependence on the IR scalem is contained in the scaling
functionsjn(mr).

V. OPERATOR PRODUCT EXPANSION AND
ANOMALOUS SCALING

Representations~4.10!–~4.12! for any scaling functions
j(mr) describe the behavior of the correlation functions
Lr @1 and any fixed value ofmr . The inertial range corre
sponds to the additional conditionmr!1. The form of the
functions j(mr) is not determined by the RG equation
themselves; in analogy with the theory of critical pheno
ena, their behavior formr→0 is studied using OPE; se
Refs.@37,38#. Below we concentrate on the equal-time stru
ture functions~1.6! and ~4.12!.

According to the OPE, the behavior of the quantities e
tering into the right-hand side of Eq.~1.6! for r5x2x8→0
and fixedx1x8 is given by the infinite sum

@u r~ t,x!2u r~ t,x8!#n5(
F

CF~r !FS t,
x1x8

2 D , ~5.1!

whereCF are coefficients regular inm2 and F are all pos-
sible renormalized local composite operators allowed by
symmetry. More precisely, the operators entering into
OPE are those that appear in the naive Taylor expansion,
all the operators that admix to them in renormalization.
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In what follows it is assumed that the expansion is ma
in irreducible tensors~scalars, vectors, and traceless tenso!;
the possible tensor indices of the operatorsF are contracted
with the corresponding indices of the coefficientsCF . With
no loss of generality, it can also be assumed that the exp
sion is made in ‘‘scaling’’ operators, i.e., those having de
nite critical dimensionsDF ~see Sec. VI!.

The structure functions~1.6! are obtained by averagin
Eq. ~5.1! with the weight expSR , the mean valueŝF& ap-
pear on the right-hand side. Their asymptotic behavior
m→0 is found from the corresponding RG equations and
the form ^F&}mDF.

From the RG representation~4.12! and the operator prod
uct expansion~5.1! we therefore find the following expres
sion for the structure function in the inertial range (Lr @1,
mr!1)

Sn~r !5D0
2n/2 r n(12«/2)(

F
AF~mr !~mr!DF, ~5.2!

where the coefficientsAF are regular in (mr)2.
Some general remarks are now in order.
Owing to the translational invariance, the operators h

ing the form of total derivatives give no contribution to E
~5.2!: ^]F(x)&5]^F(x)&5]3const50 ~these operators be
come relevant if the stirring force in Eq.~1.1! violates the
translational invariance, like in the problem discussed in R
@40#!.

In the models~1.1!–~1.3!, the operators with an odd num
ber of fieldsu also have vanishing mean values; their co
tributions vanish along with the odd structure functio
themselves~they will be ‘‘activated’’ in the presence of a
nonzero mixed correlation function̂vf &; we shall not dis-
cuss this possibility here!.

If the tensorCi j (r ) in Eq. ~1.2! is taken to be isotropic,
the model becomes SO(d) covariant and only the contribu
tions of the scalar operators survive in Eq.~5.2!. Indeed, in
the isotropic case the mean value of a tensor operator
pends only on scalar parameters, its tensor indices can
be those of Kroneckerd symbols. It is impossible, however
to construct nonzero irreducible~traceless! tensor solely of
the d symbols.

In the presence of anisotropy, irreducible tensor opera
acquire nonzero mean values and their contributions ap
on the right-hand side of Eq.~5.2!. Like in Sec. III, consider
the case of the uniaxial anisotropy, specified by a unit vec
n in the correlation function~1.2!. In this case, the mean
value of al th rank traceless operator involves the vectorn
along with thed symbols and is necessarily proportional
the l th rank symmetric traceless tensorN i 1••• i l

( l ) from Eq.

~3.11!. The contraction with the corresponding coefficie
CF gives rise to thel th order Gegenbauer polynomialPl(z)
with z5(rn )/r ; see Eq.~3.13!. In general, the expansion i
irreducible tensors in Eq.~5.1! after the averaging leads t
the SO(d) decomposition employed in Refs.@26,30#, the l th
shell corresponding to the contribution of thel th rank com-
posite operators.
0-14
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The feature characteristic of the models describing tur
lence is the existence of the so-called ‘‘dangerous’’ comp
ite operators withnegative critical dimensions; see Refs
@16,17#. Their contributions into the OPE give rise to sing
lar behavior of the scaling functions formr→0, that is, the
anomalous scaling. The leading term in thel th anisotropic
sector is given by thel th rank tensor operator with minima
~not necessarily negative! dimensionD@F#.

SinceDF5dF1O(«), see Eq.~4.11!, the operators with
minimal DF are those involving maximum possible numb
of fields u and minimum possible number of derivatives~at
least for small«). Both the problem~1.1!–~1.3! and the
quantities~1.6! possess the symmetryu→u1const. It then
follows that the expansion~5.1! involves only operators in-
variant with respect to this shift and therefore built of t
gradientsof u.

As already mentioned above, the operators entering
the right-hand side of Eq.~5.1! are those that appear in th
Taylor expansion, and those that admix to them in renorm
ization. The leading term of the Taylor expansion forSn is
the 2nth rank operator that can symbolically be written
(]u)n; its decomposition in irreducible tensors gives rise
operators of lower ranks. These contributions exist in
OPE ~before averaging! even if the stirring force in not in-
cluded into Eq.~1.1!; in the language of Refs.@4–6# it is then
tempting to identify them with zero modes, i.e., the solutio
of the homogeneous~unforced! analogs of the closed exac
equations satisfied by the equal-time correlations. In
presence of the stirring force, operators of the form (]u)k

with k,n admix to them in renormalization and appear
the OPE; their contributions correspond to solutions of
inhomogeneous equations. Owing to the linearity of probl
~1.1!, operators withk.n ~whose contributions would be
more important! do not admix in renormalization to th
terms of the Taylor expansion forSn and do not appear in th
corresponding OPE. All these operators have minimal p
sible canonical dimensiondF50 ~see Table I! and determine
the leading terms of themr→0 behavior in the sectors with
j <2n. Operators involving more derivatives than fieldsu
~and thus having canonical dimensionsdF51, 2 and so on!
determine correction terms forj <2n and leading terms for
higher anisotropic sectors withj .2n. The renormalization
and dimensions of the most important operators are stu
in the following section.

VI. RENORMALIZATION AND CRITICAL DIMENSIONS
OF COMPOSITE OPERATORS

We recall that the term ‘‘composite operator’’ refers
any local~unless stated to be otherwise! monomial or poly-
nomial built of primary fields and their derivatives at a sing
space-time pointx[(t,x); see Refs.@37,38#. Since the argu-
ments of the fields coincide, correlation functions with su
operators contain additional UV divergences, which are
moved by additional renormalization procedure. For
renormalized correlation functions the RG equations are
tained, which describe IR scaling of certain ‘‘basis’’ oper
tors F with definite critical dimensionsDF[D@F#. Due to
the renormalization,D@F# does not coincide in general wit
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the naive sum of critical dimensions of the fields and deri
tives entering intoF. As a rule, composite operators ‘‘mix’
in renormalization, i.e., an UV finite renormalized opera
FR has the formFR5F1 counterterms, where the contribu
tion of the counterterms is a linear combination ofF itself
and, possibly, other unrenormalized operators that ‘‘adm
to F.

Let F[$Fa% be a closed set, all of whose monomials m
only with each other in renormalization. The renormalizati
matrix ZF[$Zab% and the matrix of anomalous dimension
gF[$gab% for this set are given by

Fa5(
b

ZabFb
R , gF5ZF

21D̃mZF , ~6.1!

and the corresponding matrix of critical dimensionsDF

[$Dab% is given by Eq.~4.11!, in which dF
k and dF

v are
understood as the diagonal matrices of canonical dimens
of the operators in question~with the diagonal elements
equal to sums of corresponding dimensions of all fields a
derivatives constitutingF) and gF* [gF(g* ) is the matrix
~6.1! at the fixed point~4.9!.

Critical dimensions of the setF[$Fa% are given by the
eigenvalues of the matrixDF . The ‘‘basis’’ operators that
possess definite critical dimensions have the form

Fa
bas5(

b
UabFb

R , ~6.2!

where the matrixUF5$Uab% is such thatDF85UFDFUF
21 is

diagonal.
In general, counterterms to a given operatorF are deter-

mined by all possible one-irreducible Green functions w
one operatorF and arbitrary number of primary fields,G
5^F(x)F(x1) . . . F(x2)&12 ir . The total canonical dimen
sion ~formal index of UV divergence! for such a function is
given by

dG5dF2NFdF , ~6.3!

with the summation over all types of fields entering into t
function. For superficially divergent diagrams,dG is a non-
negative integer; cf. Sec. IV.

Let us begin with the simplest operators of the for
un(x), with free tensor indices or involving any contractio
From Table I in Sec. IV and Eq.~6.3! we obtaindF52n,
dG52n1Nu2Nv2(d11)Nu8 .

From the analysis of the diagrams it follows that the to
numberNu of the fieldsu entering into the one-irreducible
function G5^un(x)u(x1)•••u(xNu

)&12 ir cannot exceed the

number of the fieldsu in the operatorun itself, i.e., Nu<n
@cf. item ~i! in Sec. IV#. Therefore, the divergence can on
exist in the functions withNv5Nu850, and arbitrary value
of n5Nu , for which the formal index vanishes,dG50.
However, at least one ofNu external ‘‘tails’’ of the fieldu is
attached to a vertexu8(v ])u ~it is impossible to construc
nontrivial, superficially divergent diagram of the desired ty
with all the external tails attached to the vertexF), at least
0-15
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one derivative] appears as an extra factor in the diagra
and, consequently, the real index of divergencedG8 is neces-
sarily negative.

This means that the operatorsun require no counterterm
at all, i.e., they are in fact UV finite,un5Z@un#R with Z
51. It then follows that the critical dimension ofun(x) is
simply given by the expression~4.11! with no correction
from gF* and is therefore reduced to the sum of the criti
dimensions of the factors:D@un#5nD@u#5n(211«/2).
Since the structure functions~1.6! are linear combinations o
pair correlation function involving the operatorsun, this re-
lation shows that they indeed satisfy the homogeneous
equation~4.5!, discussed in Sec. IV.

In the OPE for the pair correlation function, analogous
Eq. ~5.2!, the operatorsu2 and u iu j with the dimensions 2
(211«/2) give rise to constant terms. They correspond
the solutions withd(p), discussed in the end of Sec. II
Such terms, caused by various operators of the formun, are
also present in higher-order correlation functions. They d
appear from the structure functions~1.6!, whose inertial-
range behavior is determined by operators built only of g
dients~see Sec. V!.

A. Scalar operators of the form „u…2 and the scaling ofS2

The leading terms of the inertial-range behavior of t
second-order structure functionS2 are determined by the
critical dimensions of the composite operators built of tw
gradients:

F15] iu j] iu j , F25] iu j] ju i . ~6.4!

For the transverse fieldu, the second operator reduces to
total derivative,F25] i] j (u ju i), and its dimensionD252
12Du5« does not appear on the right-hand side of E
~5.2!.

The dimension of the first operator is found exactly:D1
50. This can be demonstrated using the Schwinger equa
of the form

E DF
d

du i8~x!
$u i~x!exp@SR~F!1AF#%50 ~6.5!

~in the general sense of the term, Schwinger equations
any relations stating that any functional integral of a to
variational derivative is equal to zero, see, e.g., Re
@37,38#!. Here SR is the renormalized analog of the actio
~2.1!, and the notation introduced in Eq.~2.2! is used. Equa-
tion ~6.5! can be rewritten in the form

^^u8Duu2“ t@u2/2#2] i@u iP#1nZnn@u2/2#2nZnF1&&A

52Au8dWR~A!/dAu . ~6.6!

Here Du is the correlation function~1.2!, u2[u iu i ,
^^ . . . &&A denotes the averaging with the weig
exp@SR(F)1AF#, WR is determined by Eq.~2.2! with the
replacementS→SR , and the argumentx common to all the
quantities is omitted. The contribution with the pressureP
04631
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from Eq.~1.5! arises due to the fact that the differentiation
Eq. ~6.5! is performed with respect to a transverse field; s
the remark below Eq.~2.1!.

The quantity^^F&&A is the generating functional of th
correlation functions with one operatorF and any number of
fields F, therefore the UV finiteness of the operatorF is
equivalent to the finiteness of the functional^^F&&A . The
quantity on the right-hand side of Eq.~6.6! is finite ~a de-
rivative of the renormalized functional with respect to a fin
argument!, and so is the operator on the left-hand side. O
operatorF1 does not admix in renormalization to the oper
tor u8Duu (F1 contains too many fieldsu), and to the op-
erators“ t@u2/2#, ] i@u iP# andn@u2/2# ~they have the form
of total derivatives, andF1 does not reduce to this form!. On
the other hand, the operatorsu8Duu and] i@u iP# do not ad-
mix to F1 ~they are nonlocal, andF1 is local!, while the
derivatives“ t@u2/2# andn@u2/2# do not admix toF1 owing
to the fact that each fieldu enters into the counterterms o
the operatorsFn only in the form of derivative]u ~see
above!. Therefore, all three types of operators entering in
the left-hand side of Eq.~6.6! are independent, and they mu
be UV finite separately.

Since the operatornZnF1 is UV finite, it coincides with
its finite part, i.e.,nZnF15nF1

R , which along with the rela-
tion F15Z1F1

R givesZ15Zn
21 and thereforeg152gn . For

the critical exponentD15«1g1* we then obtainD150 ex-
actly ~we recall thatgn* 5«; see the discussion below Eq
~4.9! in Sec. IV!.

It then follows from Eq.~5.2! that the leading term of the
inertial-range behavior of the second-order structure func
has the formS2}D0

21 r 22«, in agreement with the solution
g522« obtained in Sec. III from the exact equation. Ther
fore, this function is not anomalous, like its analog for t
scalar model@3–5#, and the anomalous scaling reveals its
only on the level of the fourth-order structure function.

B. Scalar operators of the form „u…4

and the anomalous scaling ofS4

Let us turn to the scalar composite operators built of fo
gradients]u, which cannot be reduced to the form of tot
derivatives. This family includes six independent monomia
all of which can be obtained from the fourth rank opera
F i jkl

mnps[] ium] jun]kup] lus by various contractions of the
tensor indices:

F15F j i lk
i jkl , F25F j j l l

i ikk , F35F j i l l
i jkk , F45F jkl l

i i jk ,

F55Fklkl
i i j j , F65F j lkl

i i jk . ~6.7!

At first glance, it seems that one can add another indepen
monomial,F75F l i jk

i jkl , but in fact it reduces toF1 up to total
derivatives

3F126F75] i@26ukFksp
spi13ukFskp

pis12u iFskp
kps#,

~6.8!

where the notation is analogous to that in Eq.~6.7!; see Ref.
@41#.
0-16
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Now let us turn to the calculation of the renormalizati
constants for the family~6.7! in the one-loop approximation
Let Ga(x;u) be the generating functional of the on
irreducible Green functions with one composite operatorFa
from Eq. ~6.7! and any number of fieldsu. Herex[(t,x) is
the argument of the operator andu is the functional argu-
ment, the ‘‘classical counterpart’’ of the random fieldu. We
are interested in the fourth term of the expansion ofGa(x;u)
in u, which we denoteGa

(4)(x;u). It has the form

Ga
(4)~x;u!5

1

4!E dx1•••E dx4 u i 1
~x1!•••u i 4

~x4!

3^Fa~x!u i 1
~x1!•••u i 4

~x4!&12 ir .

In the one-loop approximation this function is represen
diagrammatically as follows:

~6.9!

Here the thin solid lines denote thebare propagator̂ uu8&0
from Eq.~2.4a!, the ends with a slash correspond to the fie
u8, and the ends without a slash correspond tou; the wavy
line denotes the velocity propagator~1.3!; the vertices corre-
spond to the factor~2.3!. The first term is the ‘‘tree’’ ap-
proximation, and the black circle with two attached lines
the diagram denotes the variational derivative

Vi 1i 2
(a) ~x;x1 ,x2![d2Fa~x!/du i 1

~x1!du i 2
~x2!. ~6.10!

The diagram is written analytically in the form

E dx1•••E dx4Vi 1i 2
(a) ~x;x1 ,x2!

3^u i 1
~x1!u i 3

8 ~x3!&0^u i 2
~x2!u i 4

8 ~x4!&0

3^v i 5
~x3!v i 6

~x4!&0] i 5
u i 3

~x3!] i 6
u i 4

~x4!,

~6.11!

with the bare propagators from Eqs.~1.3! and ~2.4!; the de-
rivatives appear from the ordinary vertices~2.3!. It is conve-
nient to represent the vertex~6.10! in the form

Vi 1i 2
(a) ~x;x1 ,x2!5

]2Fa~a!

]ai 3i 4
]ai 5i 6

] i 1
d i 3i 4

~x2x1!] i 2
d i 5i 6

~x2x2!,

~6.12!

where

d i j ~x2x8![d~ t2t8!Pi j ~x2x8!5d~ t2t8!

3E DkPi j ~k!exp@ ik•~x2x8!#

is thed function on the transverse subspace. The first~com-
binatorial! factor in Eq.~6.12! is understood as follows: th
gradients] iu j (x) in the operatorFa are replaced with a con
stant tensorai j , the differentiation is performed with respe
04631
d

to its elements, andafter the differentiationthey are replaced
back with the gradients,ai j →] iu j (x).

Using the identity]kd i j (x2x8)52]k8d i j (x2x8) and the
integration by parts, the derivatives can be moved from
vertex onto the propagators, and the integrations with res
to x1 andx2 are then easily performed:

]2Fa~a!

]ai 7i 1
]ai 8i 2

E dx3E dx4^] i 7
u i 1

~x!u i 3
8 ~x3!&0^] i 8

u i 2
~x!

3u i 4
8 ~x4!&0^v i 5

~x3!v i 6
~x4!&0] i 5

u i 3
~x3!] i 6

u i 4
~x4!.

~6.13!

In order to find the renormalization constants, we do n
need the entire exact expression~6.13!, rather we need its
UV divergent part. The latter is proportional to a polynom
built of four factors]u at a single space-time pointx. The
needed four gradients have already been factored out f
the expression~6.11!: two factors from the vertex~6.12! and
two factors from the ordinary vertices~2.3!. Therefore, we
can neglect the space-time inhomogeneity of the gradie
and replace them with their values at the pointx. Expression
~6.13! can therefore be written, up to an UV finite part, in th
form

]2Fa~a!

]ai 7i 1
]ai 8i 2

] i 5
u i 3

~x!] i 6
u i 4

~x!Xi 7i 1i 3i 8i 2i 4i 5i 6
, ~6.14!

where we have denoted

Xi 7i 1i 3i 8i 2i 4i 5i 6
[E dx3E dx4^] i 7

u i 1
~x!u i 3

8 ~x3!&0^] i 8
u i 2

~x!

3u i 4
8 ~x4!&0^v i 5

~x3!v i 6
~x4!&0 ~6.15!

or, in the momentum-frequency representation, after the
tegration over the frequency,

Xi 7i 1i 3i 8i 2i 4i 5i 6
5

D0

2n0
E Dk

kd1«
Pi 1i 3

~k!Pi 2i 4
~k!Pi 5i 6

~k!
ki 7

ki 8

k2
,

~6.16!

with D0 from Eq. ~1.3!. Using the isotropy relations

E Dk f ~k!
ki 1

•••ki 2n

k2n

5
d i 1i 2

d i 3i 4
•••d i 2n21i 2n

1~all possible permutations!

d~d12!•••~d12n22!

3E Dk f ~k! ~6.17!

the integral ~6.16! can be reduced to the simple scal
integral
0-17
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E Dk

kd1«
5Cd

m2«

«
, ~6.18!

with Cd from Eq.~2.11!; the parameterm has arisen from the
lower limit in the integral overk. The explicit answer for the
quantity ~6.16! is given in Appendix B.

Contraction of thed symbols with the first factors in Eq
~6.14! gives rise to various monomials built of four gradien
of u; up to total derivatives, they reduce to the operat
from the family~6.7!. Then the functionGa

(4)(x;u) from Eq.
~6.9! in the one-loop approximation of the renormalized p
turbation theory~i.e., to the first order ing) up to an UV
finite part can be written in the form

Ga
(4)~x;u!5Fa1

gCd

«
~m/m!«Ra , ~6.19!

wherem has appeared from the relationD05g0n05gnm«

and

Ra5(
b

AabFb ~6.20!

are linear combinations of the monomials~6.7! with the co-
efficientsAab dependent only ond:

R152
~3d2122d136!F1

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

2~d13!F2

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
6F3

d~d12!~d16!
1

2~d15!F4

~d12!~d16!

1
4~d13!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
2

4F6

~d12!~d16!
,

~6.21!

R252
12F1

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
~d4110d3119d2244d290!F2

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

~d112!F3

d~d12!~d16!

1
12F4

d~d12!~d16!
1

2~d318d2110d218!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

2
4F6

~d12!~d16!
,

R35
~d2118d148!F1

2d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

2~2d19!F2

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
~d214d215!F3

2d~d16!
2

2F4

~d12!~d16!

2
2~d216d16!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

2~d14!F6

~d12!~d16!
,

04631
s

-

R45
2~d13!F1

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

~d13!~d218d114!F2

2d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
3F3

d~d12!~d16!
1

~d315d2214d236!F4

2d~d12!~d16!

2
2~d13!~d15!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
2

2F6

~d12!~d16!
,

R552
6F1

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

~d3110d2127d115!F2

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
3F3

d~d12!~d16!
2

2~d13!F4

d~d12!~d16!

1
~d4110d3118d2254d2114!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
12F6

d~d12!~d16!
,

R65
~d2118d148!F1

4d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

~2d19!F2

d~d12!~d14!~d16!

1
~d216d16!F3

2d~d12!~d16!
2

F4

~d12!~d16!

2
~d216d16!F5

d~d12!~d14!~d16!
1

~d316d2211d242!F6

2d~d12!~d16!
.

The constantsZab are found from the requirement that th
functions ~6.9! for the renormalized analogs of operato
~6.7!, defined by the relationFa5ZabFa

R , be UV finite, i.e.,
be finite for«→0. In the MS scheme this gives

Zab5dab1gCdAab /«1O~g2! ~6.22!

with the coefficientsAab from Eq. ~6.21!. For the matrix
of anomalous dimensions~6.1! at the fixed point~4.9! one
hasgab* 52g* CdAab1O(«2), and for the matrix of critical
dimensions from Table I and Eq.~4.11! one obtains

Dab52« dab1gab* . ~6.23!

Critical dimensions associated with the family of operato
~6.7! are given by the eigenvaluesDa of the matrix~6.23!. In
particular, ford53 one obtains

D1'20.55«, D2'0.68«, D3'1.1«,

D4'2.4«, D558«/3, D653«. ~6.24!

For generald, only one of the eigenvalues is found analy
cally,

D55
~d11!2

~d223!
« ~6.25!
0-18
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FIG. 3. Critical dimensionsD1–D6 ~from below to above! of the operators~6.7! in the orderO(«) vs the space dimensionalityd for
2<d<5 ~left! and 4<d<30 ~right!. The empty circles denote the operators which become trivial ind52 and 3. The dimensions tend to
(D1,2), « (D3–D5), and 2« (D6) for d→`.
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@we recall that all these eigenvalues have corrections of o
O(«2) and higher#. The critical dimensionsDa as functions
of d are presented in Fig. 3. They are always real, except
the pairD2,3 which becomes complex conjugate in the inte
val 4,d,5 ~in Fig. 3 the real part is shown!. One can also
see that for alld, exactly one of the dimensions, denoted
D1 in Eq. ~6.24!, is negative, and the others are positiv
Existence of a negative dimension implies that the four
order structure function in models~1.1!–~1.3! exhibits the
inertial-range anomalous scaling; for smallmr it has the
form

S4~r !5D0
22 r 422«(

a
Aa~mr!Da1•••, ~6.26!

see Eq.~5.2!. The dots stand for the corrections of the for
(mr)21O(«) and higher, which arise from the operators i
cluding more derivatives than fields, and possible anisotro
contributions, related to nonscalar operators. The lead
term, singular formr→0, is determined by the negative d
mensionD1.

The dimensions diverge ford→A3 as a result of the di-
vergence ofg* in Eq. ~4.9!. For d→`, they simplify and
form three groups that tend to 0,« and 2«. More precisely,
in the first group there are two dimensions with the behav
D562A2«/d1O(1/d2). This means that ford5`, the
anomalous scaling ofS4 vanishes: the phenomenon know
for the scalar Kraichnan model@42# and questioned for the
NS turbulence@43,44#. In the following section we shall se
that the simplification of the exponents and vanishing of
anomalous scaling ford→` also holds for the higher struc
ture functions.

Although the above expressions for the eigenvalues

well defined for anyd.A3, low integer dimensions requir
special care because of additional linear relations betw
the operators. Ford53, there are two such relations:F5
2F1/22F212F450 and F62F3/250. For d52, one
more relation arises:F42F1/250. @It is also noteworthy
that the derivative on the right-hand side of Eq.~6.8! in two
and three dimensions vanishes identically.#
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Using these relations, one can check that two basis op
tors ~6.2! for d53 and three basis operators ford52 vanish.
Therefore, the corresponding eigenvalues are in fact me
ingless and should be discarded@in particular, this happens
with the dimension~6.25!#. The eigenvalues that survive fo
d52 and 3 belong to the three and fourlowestbranches in
Fig. 3, respectively~they are denoted by the thick dots!. In
particular, the dangerous operator remains nontrivial, so
our model exhibits the anomalous scaling also in two a
three dimensions. We recall that similar behavior was de
onstrated by the zero-mode solutions: alld-dimensional ex-
pressions for the exponents have well-defined limits ford
→2, but a part of them becomes in fact spurious owing
the vanishing of the corresponding amplitudes; see the
cussion in the end of Sec. III B.

C. Scalar operators of the form „u…2n

and the anomalous scaling ofS2n

The leading terms of the inertial-range behavior of
higher-order structure functionS2n are related to the scala
composite operators of the form (]u)2k with 0,k<n. In the
previous section we have established the anomalous sc
behavior of the fourth-order structure function, as a resul
the existence of dangerous operator withk52 in the corre-
sponding OPE. Then the probabilistic inequalities allow o
to show that all the higher-order structure functions are a
anomalous, the leading term of the inertial-range behav
for the functionS2n is given by an operator withk5n, the
number of dangerous operators is necessarily infinite, and
spectrum of their dimensions is not restricted from below

Let Dn be the dimension of the operator that gives t
leading contribution to the OPE for the functionS2n , so that
S2n}D0

2nr n(22«)(mr)Dn. It is well known in the probability
theory thatu^xn&u1/n is a nondecreasing function ofn for any
random variablex. Taking x5@u r(t,x)2u r(t,x8)#2 we find
thatS2n

1/n}D0
21r (22«)(mr)Dn /n is a nondecreasing function o

n, and so is the ratiouDnu/n @we recall thatDn is negative
and (mr) is small#. This proves all the above statements.

In principle, calculation of the critical dimensions relate
to the family (]u)2n for any givenn is a purely technical
0-19
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problem, and the formulas~6.11!–~6.16! remain valid in the
general case with obvious alterations. In practice, howe
this problem appears very cumbersome, in particular,
cause the number of relevant operators increases rapidly
n. The situation simplifies for larged, and below we restrict
ourselves with the zeroth and first terms of the 1/d expan-
sion. To avoid possible misunderstandings, it should
stressed that we deal with the 1/d expansion of a critical
dimensionD in its O(«) approximation, that is, the 1/d ex-
pansion of the coefficientD (1)(d) in the representationD
5«D (1)(d)1O(«2).

Despite this simplification, no explicit analytical result
available for generaln. Below we only present the results fo
the critical dimensions of the families (]u)2n with n<6; the
detailed derivation is given in Appendix B.

The first two terms of the 1/d expansion for such opera
tors have the formD (1)(d)52k1D (11)/d1O(1/d2), where
k50,1, . . . ,n and D (11) are numerical coefficients indepen
dent of the parameters« and d. It is clear that for larged,
dangerous operators can only be present in the subset
k50. As already mentioned in Sec. VI B, in the family wit
n52 there are two such operators with

D (11)562A2. ~6.27a!

In the family with n53 there are three such operators wi

D (11)529.674,20.973,7.647. ~6.27b!

In the family with n54 there are five such operators with

D (11)5220.617,27.783,21.018,3.883,14.534.
~6.27c!

In the family with n55 there are seven such operators w

D (11)5235.589,218.660,28.700,

22.960,2.780,10.674,23.455. ~6.27d!

In the family withn56 there are eleven such operators w

D (11)5254.572,233.612,219.554,213.834,212.815,

24.908,3.839,4.828,9.681,19.552,34.395.~6.27e!

These results confirm and illustrate the general pict
outlined above: in the set of operators withk<n, the most
dangerous operator~that is, the operator with the lowes
negative dimension! belongs to the subset withk5n, and its
dimensionDn,0 decreases faster than linearly withn. The
results~6.27! are illustrated by Fig. 4~only the negative di-
mensions are shown!. It suggests that the dimensions form
set of monotonous branches, denoted by dashed lines.
solid curve corresponds to the well-known expression for
scalar Kraichnan model@4,5# in the sameO(«/d) approxi-
mation: Dn522n(n21)«/d. For all n, it lies below the
lowest vector branch~the scaling in the scalar model appea
‘‘more anomalous’’!; the deviation between the scalar a
vector cases becomes stronger asn increases, although th
ratio of the dimensions approaches unity.
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D. Tensor operators and the scaling ofS2 in anisotropic sectors
of arbitrarily high orders

In this section, we apply the RG and OPE approach to
higher anisotropic sectors of the model~1.1!–~1.3!. We shall
concentrate on the second-order structure function, for wh
nonperturbative results can, in principle, be derived for ar
trarily high values of the parameterl from the exact Dyson-
Wyld equation~see Sec. III B!. This allows one to identify
the solutions of the zero-mode equations, discussed in
III, with definite composite operators and, in principle,
calculate the corresponding amplitude factors. Using
OPE technique, we derive explicit analytical expressions
the leading exponents in all anisotropic sectors to the or
O(«) in d dimensions. Furthermore, we present additio
nontrivial exponents that do not appear in the inertial-ran
behavior of the model~1.1!–~1.3!, but will be activated~and
can determineleading terms in anisotropic sectors! if the
anisotropy is introduced by the velocity field~like in Ref.
@13#! and not only by the large-scale forcing.

The analysis of the anisotropic sectors for higher-or
functions using the OPE is extremely cumbersome but, i
sense, purely technical problem; we shall briefly discuss i
Sec. VI E.

According to the general rules~see Sec. V!, the leading
terms in the sectorl 52 are determined by the second-ra
operators built of two gradients; up to derivatives, there
two such operators:

F15Pirr@] iuk] juk#, F25Pirr@]ku i]ku j #, ~6.28!

wherePirr denotes the irreducible part; cf. Eq.~3.11! in Sec.
III B ~here and below, we useFa andDa to denote different
operators and their dimensions!.

We omit the one-loop calculation of the correspondi
232 matrix of critical dimensions, which is similar to th
calculation discussed in Sec. VI B for scalar operators,
present only its eigenvalues, i.e., the critical dimensions
operators~6.28!,

FIG. 4. CoefficientsD (11) in the O(«/d) approximation of the
critical dimensions of the operators (]u)2n in the scalar~solid
curve! and vector~thick dots! models. Dashed lines denote monot
nous branches of the critical dimensions in the vector case.
0-20
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D1,25«
d315d212d286A~d14!~d512d427d324d218d116!

2~d223!~d14!
1O~«2!. ~6.29!
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In representation~5.2!, they give rise to exponents 22«
1D1,2, which agree with the special casel 52 of expres-
sions~3.22! and~3.23!, obtained in Sec. III B on the basis o
the Dyson-Wyld equation.

In two dimensions, the transverse vector field can be r
resented in the form

u i5e ik]kc, ~6.30!

wheree ik is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita pseudotensor a
c(x) is some scalar function~stream function!. Using the
well known identity e ike js5d i j dks2d isdk j one can easily
check that ford52, the operators~6.28! coincide. Only one
of the dimensions~6.29!, namely,D25«, corresponds to a
nontrivial basis operator~6.2! and remains meaningful, while
the other,D153«, corresponds to a vanishing basis opera
and should be discarded; cf. Fig. 2 ford5 l 52.

The leading terms in the sectorl 54 are determined by the
fourth rank operators, obtained from the monomialFi jkn
[Pirr@] iu j]kun# by all possible permutations of its tens
indices. It turns out that there are onlythreedifferent critical
dimensions, associated with these operators. The corresp
ing basis operators~6.2! possess different symmetries an
therefore can be written down without calculation of d
grams. One of them is the fully symmetrized operator,

FS5Fi jkn1F jink1Fik jn1Fkin j1F jikn1Fikn j .

The others can be constructed as follows. The monom
can be split into three groups of two operators each,

F15Fik jn , F25Fkin j ,

symmetric with respect to the simultaneous exchange of
indices within the pairs$ i j % and$kn%,

F35Fi jkn , F45F jink ,

symmetric with respect to the exchange of the indices wit
the pairs$ ik% and$ jn%,

F55F jikn , F65Fikn j ,

symmetric with respect to the exchange within the pairs$ in%
and$ jk%.

The operators can mix in renormalization only within t
groups with the same symmetry, so that the setF1 , F2 , FS is
closed with respect to the renormalization, and so are the
F3 , F4 , FS and F5 , F6 , FS . In the first set, the basis op
erators~6.2! are FS ~it is fully symmetric and no other op
erators can admix to it!, F12F2 ~it is antisymmetric with
respect to the exchange of the indices within the pairs$ ik%
and $n j%), andFS23F123F2. The latter operator is sym
metric with respect to the exchange of the indices within
pairs $ ik% and $n j%, and for this reason it cannot mix wit
04631
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the second basis operator; it is not fully symmetric and c
not admix toFS . It remains to note that the contraction o
the operatorsF12F2 andFS23F123F2 with any constant
vector with respect to all four indices gives zero, wh
analogous contraction ofFS remains nontrivial. This mean
that FS cannot admix to those operators in renormalizatio
and the above construction indeed gives three indepen
basis elements of the type~6.2!.

The explicit one-loop calculation confirms this conclusi
and gives three different critical dimensions, correspond
to the basis operatorsFS , FS23F123F2, andF12F2, re-
spectively:

D15
~d12!~d214d29!

~d223!~d16!
«, ~6.31a!

D25
~d221!

~d223!
«, ~6.31b!

D35
~d314d22d28!

~d223!~d14!
«, ~6.31c!

with corrections of orderO(«2) and higher.
The remaining independent basis operators can be

tained by permutations of the indices and can be chose
the form F32F4 , F52F6, and FS23F323F4. At first
glance, it seems that one can add another independent
ment,FS23F523F6, but in fact it is equal to the sum of th
operatorsFS23F123F2 andFS23F323F4 up to the mi-
nus sign. Therefore the dimensionD1 in Eq. ~6.31! is unique,
D2 has two fold degeneracy andD3 has threefold degen
eracy.

Although all three dimensions in Eq.~6.31! make sense,
only D1 appears on the right-hand side of expansion~5.2!.
Indeed, both the diagrammatic analysis and dimensional c
siderations show that the coefficients in Eq.~5.1!, corre-
sponding to operatorsFi jkn , do not involve the function
^uu&0 from Eq.~2.4b!. Therefore, they do not depend on th
vectorn and their tensor indices are carried by the Kronec
d symbols or vectorsr . The contraction of anyirreducible
operator with thed symbols always gives zero; the contra
tion with the components of a single vectorr in expansion
~5.1! ‘‘kills’’ the basis operators of the formFS23F1
23F2 andF12F2 ~see above!.

Thus the only contribution to expansion~5.2! comes from
the operatorFS , and the expression 22«1D1 should be
identified with the leading exponentg4 from Eq. ~3.21! in
Sec. III; they indeed agree in the orderO(«).

The remaining dimensionsD2,3 will be activated@and can
determineleading terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~5.2!
in the l 54 sector# if the vectorn appears in the correspond
0-21
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ing coefficientsCF in expansion~5.1!. This can happen if the
anisotropy is introduced by the velocity field~like in Ref.
@13#! and not only by the large-scale forcing. However,
should be noted that in such a case the dimensions bec
nonuniversal through their dependence on the anisotropy
rameters, and the expressions like Eq.~6.31! give only the
zeroth order~isotropic! approximations; cf. Ref.@13# for the
scalar case.

Now let us turn to generall. The relevant operators are th
l th rank tensors built of two fieldsu and minimal possible
number of derivatives:

Pirr@u i 1
] i 2

•••] i l 21
u i l

#. ~6.32a!

Up to total derivatives, monomials~6.32a! are invariant with
respect to the shiftu→u1const, so that their dimensions ca
appear in expansion~5.2!. In the above form, all symmetrie
of operators~6.32a! are obvious: they are symmetric wit
respect to the permutation of the indices$ i 1 ,i l% and any per-
mutations within the subset$ i 2••• i l 21%. Thus the total num-
ber of different monomials, obtained from Eq.~6.32a! by
permutations of the indices, equalsl ( l 21)/2. However, there
are only three different dimensions related to them. Inde
the counterterm to the monomial~6.32a! necessarily has the
same symmetries and therefore can include, along with
~6.32a! itself, two more structures:

SymPirr@u i 2
] i 1

] i 3
•••] i l 21

u i l
#,

SymPirr@u i 2
] i 1

] i 2
] i 4

•••] i l 21
u i 3

#, ~6.32b!

where Sym denotes the symmetrization with respect to
permutation of the pair$ i 1 ,i l% and any permutations of th
indices$ i 2••• i l 21%. Thus the set of three operators~6.32! is
closed with respect to the renormalization, the correspond
basis operators~6.2! are their linear combinations and dete
mine three different dimensionsD1,2,3; all the other basis
operators are obtained by permutations of the indices
give rise only to the same dimensions.

For generall, even the one-loop calculation is rather d
ficult because individual contributions in the counterterms
the polynomials~6.32! contain powerlike UV divergencies in
addition to logarithmic ones. In contrast with the calculati
discussed in Sec. VI B, one cannot neglect the space-
inhomogeneity of the fieldsu in the diagram; in other words
one cannot neglect the dependence of its integrand on
external momentap and should expand the integrand up
the terms of orderp2l 22. This expansion gives rise to th
terms that diverge forL→` as some positive powers of th
UV cutoff L. However, all such terms containd symbols and
cancel out when all contributions in irreducible structur
~6.32! are taken into account; the result is finite atL→`,
contains a first-order pole in«, and reduces to a linear com
bination of the three structures~6.32a! and ~6.32b!.

We omit the details of this cumbersome calculation a
give only the result,
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Da5~ l 24!1
«xa

~d223!~d12l 26!~d12l 24!~d12l 22!

1O~«2!, ~6.33!

where

x15d516d4l 113d3l 2110d2l 31dl4212d4253d3l

260d2l 226dl312l 4147d3192d2l 229dl2244l 3

224d21158dl1214l 22156d2364l 1192,

x25~d12l 24!~d12l 22!~d312d2l 1dl226d225dl

12l 213d216l 130!,

x35~d12l 22!~d414d3l 15d2l 21dl3210d3225d2l

25dl212l 3127d226dl226l 2130d192l 296!.

For l 54, the results~6.31! are recovered. Like in the cas
l 54, the basis operator~6.2! that possesses the dimensio
D1 is symmetric with respect to all possible permutations
the full set$ i 1••• i l%; only this operator survives the contra
tion with the coefficientsCF in the operator product expan
sion ~5.1! for the model~1.1!–~1.3!. Therefore onlyD1 ap-
pears on the right-hand side of Eq.~5.1! and determines the
leading exponent for thel th anisotropic sector:g l522«
1D1. For all l andd, this recovers the result~3.21! obtained
in Sec. III on the basis of the Dyson-Wyld equations.

Like in the casel 54, the remaining dimensionsD2,3 in
Eq. ~6.33! are activated and appear on the right-hand side
Eq. ~5.2! when the anisotropy is introduced by the veloc
field.

We recall that the general form of the exponent for
given l>2 is g l5 l 2212k1O(«); see Sec. III B. From the
OPE viewpoints,k50 corresponds to thel th rank irreduc-
ible operator built of two fieldsu and l 22 derivatives, sym-
metric in all indices ~see above!. The operators withk
51,2, . . . can beobtained in two ways: one can addk
Laplacians to the operator described above, or one can
(k21) Laplacians, two derivatives with free indices, a
contract the indices of theu fields. Therefore, for generald
the leading exponentg l5 l 221O(«) is unique, while for
all k51,2, . . . there aretwo correction exponents of the
form g l5 l 2212k1O(«). In two dimensions, these two
possibilities coincide, see the discussion below Eq.~6.29!,
and only one exponent exists for anyk50,1,2, . . . .

For l 50, the general form of the exponent isg52k
1O(«); the first two solutions,g50 and g522«, are
known exactly both from the RG and the Dyson-Wyld equ
tion, see Sec. III A and VI A. For anyk andd, the solution is
unique: for the scalar operators, the indices of the fields
contracted, and the operator withg52k1O(«) necessarily
reduces to the unique formu iD

ku i .
This picture is in a full agreement with the results o

tained in Sec. III for generald andl on the basis of the exac
Dyson-Wyld equation for the pair correlation function; s
also Ref.@26# for d53 and j <10.
0-22
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E. Higher-order structure functions in the higher-order
anisotropic sectors

Let us briefly discuss the scaling behavior in the ani
tropic sectors for the higher-order structure functions. T
RG and OPE analysis given in Sec. V and VI D can direc
be extended to the general case. It shows that the lea
exponentsgnl in the l th sector of the 2n-order structure
function,S2n}Pl(z)r gnl, are determined by thel th rank ten-
sor operators withk<2n fieldsu and minimal possible num
ber of derivatives; the operators that contain the fieldu with-
out derivative, or reduce to total derivatives, give
contribution to the expansion~5.2! and should be discarded

The practical calculation of the critical dimensions of t
operators with largel or n is a difficult task, as one could se
already on the example withl 50 andn52. However, in the
zeroth order of the« expansion, some important informatio
can be obtained without calculation, just by the analysis
the form of relevant operators.

One can easily see that forl<4n, the leading exponent
are determined by thel th rank tensor operators of the form
(]u)2n, with l free and 4n2 l contracted indices. In theO(1)
approximation, the exponents themselves are equal to
number of derivatives entering into the operators:gnl52n
1O(«). For l .4n, the relevant operators necessarily co
tain more derivatives than fields, and for the leading ex
nents one obtains:gnl5 l 22n1O(«).

One can thus conclude that for highern, the general pic-
ture remains the same as forS2: each anisotropic sector pos
sesses its own set of scaling exponents; the leading e
nents obey hierarchy relations at least for small« and l
.4n; they grow withl without bound. Of course, there ca
be several exponents for givenl andn; we recall that there
are six exponents of the formg20541O(«) for l 50 and
n52 ~see Sec. VI C!. In order to identify the unique leadin
exponent within a family with the same zeroth-order valu
or to verify the hierarchy relations forl<4n, one should
perform theO(«) calculation for the relevant families o
operators. This cumbersome task lies beyond the scope o
present paper and will be discussed elsewhere.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the inertial-range scaling behavior i
model of the passive vector quantity advected by a s
similar white-in-time Gaussian velocity field, with the larg
scale anisotropy introduced by a random forcing. In two
spects, the model is closer to the real Navier-Sto
turbulence than the famous scalar rapid-change model:
locality of the dynamics and mixing of the composite ope
tors that determine anomalous exponents.

The incompressibility condition for the advected field a
the pressure term in the diffusion-convection equation m
the dynamics nonlocal. This raises the question of realiza
ity of the zero-mode solutions, that is, convergence of
integrals in the equations for the correlation functions
powerlike solutions, and consistency of nonlocality and
existence of infinite families of scaling exponents@26,36#.
The detailed analysis of the exact integral equation satis
by the pair correlation function has shown that the gene
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picture of the inertial-range scaling is essentially the same
in the scalar@14# and magnetic@23,29,30# variants of the
rapid-change model. Namely, each anisotropic sector is
scribed by an infinite set of scaling exponents, with the sp
trum unbounded from above. The leading exponents in e
sector are organized in the hierarchical order according
their degree of anisotropy, with the main contribution co
ing from the isotropic sector in agreement with the hypo
esis on the restored local isotropy of the fully develop
turbulence@1#. The leading exponents themselves grow wi
out bound with the degree of anisotropy, in disagreem
with the idea of the window of locality@36#.

The integral operator entering into the equation for t
pair correlation function in the momentum space conver
on the powerlike solutions with theleadingexponents in the
l 50 and l 52 sectors, but formally diverges on powerlik
solutions withsubleadingexponents andleading exponents
in the sectors withl>4. However, correct analysis of con
vergence here requires the knowledge of the behavior of
full solution beyond the inertial range, where it no long
reduces to a sum of power terms. It turns out, that natu
assumptions about the form of the solution allow one to p
form certain subtractions in the integrals that make th
convergent. One can use the formal rules of analytical re
larization and simultaneously omit the subtracted terms
obtain correct answers for the convergent integrals w
proper subtractions. Moreover, the realizability of these
lutions is also guaranteed by the RG approach, where t
are identified with the contributions of certain composite o
erators in the corresponding operator product expansi
Therefore, such exponents indeed appear in the full solu
in the inertial range.

These conclusions are in agreement with the recent an
sis performed in Ref.@26# for the model~1.1!–~1.3! in the
three-dimensional coordinate space, although the analys
the momentum space appears rather different; see also
@24# for the general vector model. Furthermore, the RG a
OPE techniques confirm this picture and extend it to
higher-order correlation functions.

The second aim of the paper has been the analysis o
anomalous scaling of the higher-order even structure fu
tionsS2n . Owing to the conservation of the ‘‘energy’’u2(x),
the second-order function appears nonanomalous with
simple dimensional exponent:S2}r 22«. The anomalous
scaling reveals itself on the level of the fourth-order struct
function. In contrast with the scalar case, where the lead
anomalous exponents were identified with the critical dim
sions of individual composite operators in the correspond
OPE@8#, the vector nature of the advected field in our mod
leads to mixing of operators. In particular, the inertial-ran
behavior of the functionS4 in d dimensions is given by a se
of six close exponents, determined by eigenvalues of
matrix of critical dimensions for a set of six operators. O
of the dimensions is negative~‘‘dangerous operator’’! and
gives rise to anomalous scaling. The number of relevant
erators increases rapidly with the order of the function; th
have been calculated in a controlled approximation~small «
and larged) for the higher-order functions up toS12. The
latter involves as many as 16 negative exponents, ten of t
0-23
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coming from the lower-order functions, and a multitude
positive exponents that are small and therefore close to
negative ones for small«. The probabilistic inequalities
prove that all the higher-order structure functions are a
anomalous, and the total number of dangerous operato
our model is infinite, with the spectrum of dimensions u
bounded from below.

Since the mixing of operators is a manifestation of t
vector nature of the advected field, there are a few gen
conclusions regarding the real NS turbulence, which one
draw from the analysis of model~1.1!–~1.3!.

It was demonstrated recently that a careful disentang
of contributions from different anisotropic sectors is u
avoidable in the analysis of experimental data on the
turbulence, because it allows one to properly identify scal
exponents in the situations, where the standard treatmen
veals no scaling behavior at all; see the discussion in R
@32–35# and references therein. The example of the mo
~1.1!–~1.3! shows that even in the isotropic sector, or for t
ideal isotropic turbulence, correlation functions are rep
sented by infinite sums of powerlike terms, and the num
of close terms grows rapidly with the order of the correlati
function. Although these corrections die out in the form
limit L→`, and a pure powerlike behavior with the leadin
exponent sets in, in practice it may be obscured by s
corrections: the subleading exponents can be very clos
the leading ones and much more important than the lea
terms from the higher anisotropic sectors. This might res
in imaginary nonuniversality of the inertial-range expone
or deviations from a pure scaling behavior, which increa
with the order of the correlation function. Therefore, reliab
analysis of the inertial-range scaling necessarily requ
some theory for the correction exponents.

In theoretical models, anomalous scaling is usually
plained by the so-called intermittency phenomenon. Wit
the framework of numerous models, the anomalous ex
nents are related to the statistics of the local dissipation
or to the dimensionality of fractal structures formed
small-scale vortices in the dissipative range; the detailed
view and bibliography can be found in Ref.@1#. As a rule,
those theories predict simple analytic formulas for the dep
dence of the anomalous exponents onn, the order of the
structure function. Although such formulas can provide
very good fit for the experimental results, the experience
the rapid-change models suggests that they cannot be a
lutely correct. Even for the scalar model, then dependence o
the anomalous exponents changes as the order of the« in-
creases@8–12#. Moreover, for our vector problem then de-
pendence of the exponents can hardly be given by a si
explicit formula ~except probably for the cased52, where
the model can be mapped onto a nonlocal scalar proble!:
the relevant families of operators are completely different
differentn, so that each functionSn requires special analysis

Recently, a systematic perturbation theory for the anom
lous exponents in the NS turbulence was proposed, wh
the role of a formal expansion parameter is played by
anomalous exponent forS2, assumed to be small but non
trivial @45#. In contrast with the magnetic variant of th
rapid-change model@27,28# and the general ‘‘A model’’
with
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a stretching term@24#, the second-order structure function
our vector problem~1.1!–~1.3! is nonanomalous, and th
perturbation theory of Ref.@45# would be impossible here
Like in the scalar model@3–5,7#, this is a consequence of th
energy conservation or, in the field-theoretic language,
vanishing of the critical dimension of the local dissipatio
rate; see Sec. VI A for the vector and Ref.@8# for the scalar
cases. The vanishing of the critical dimension of the dissi
tion rate at the physical value of« is also characteristic of the
NS case@46,47#, which raises serious doubts about the ex
tence of the second-order anomaly and the possibility of
corresponding perturbation theory in the NS turbulence.

The analysis of the inertial-range behavior essentia
simplifies asd→`. Our model has no finite ‘‘upper critica
dimension,’’ above which anomalous scaling vanishes~see
Ref. @48# for a recent discussion of that concept!. Like in the
scalar case@42# and, probably, in the NS turbulence@43,44#,
the anomalous scaling disappears atd5`, but it reveals it-
self already in theO(1/d) approximation. The anomalou
exponents can be calculated within the double expansion«
and 1/d. Along with the results@4# for the scalar rapid-
change model, this confirms the importance of the largd
expansion for the issue of anomalous scaling in fully dev
oped turbulence.

Although our analysis has been confined to the lin
problem ~1.1!–~1.3!, which has only restricted resemblanc
with the real fluid turbulence, some of the results can
extended to the case of the vector passive field advecte
the NS field, or the nonlinear NS equation itself with som
classes of random forcing. These questions lie beyond
scope of the present paper. Detailed exposition of the
approach to the NS problem and the bibliography can
found in Refs.@16,17#; the renormalization of composite op
erators and the concept of the operator product expansion
also discussed in Refs.@15,41,44,46,47,49,50#. In particular,
critical dimensions of tensor composite operators in
stirred NS problem were calculated in Ref.@50# ~see also
Sec. 2.3 of@17#!; they demonstrate the same hierarchy
their counterparts from Sec. VI D.

We believe that the framework of the renormalizati
group and operator product expansion, the concept of d
gerous composite operators, exact functional equations,
the « and 1/d expansions will become the necessary e
ments of the appearing theory of the anomalous scaling
fully developed turbulence.
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APPENDIX A: EQUATIONS FOR THE EXPONENTS IN
THE HIGHER ANISOTROPIC SECTORS OF THE

PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION

It was shown in Sec. III B that the equation for the exp
nents g l in l th anisotropic sector can be written a
0-24
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detuCab
( l ) u50. For l 52, the matrix elementsCab

( l ) were given
in Eq. ~3.19!. In general, the matrixCab

( l ) is symmetric and its

elements are finite linear combinations of the integralsĨ 1
[I 112J with J from Eq. ~2.13! and I n[I n(g l22,«12)
from Eq.~3.3!, with n as high asl /212. In this appendix, we
present the coefficientsCab

( l ) for higher values ofl up to l
512. Then equations forg l can be written in a straightfor
ward way. Below we denotedk,s5(d1k)(d1k12)•••(d
1s22)(d1s) anddk5(d1k).

C11
(4)5d2,4I 42~d12!~d215d22!I 31~d221!~2d15!I 2

2~d21!2~d11! Ĩ 1 ,

C12
(4)52d2,4I 412d2,4I 32~d11!~2d15!I 21~d221! Ĩ 1 ,

C22
(4)5d2,4I 42

1

2
d2,4~d12!I 31

~d11!

12
~d3110d2

124d112!I 22
d

12
~d221!~d14! Ĩ 1 ,

C11
(6)52I 51

~d2110d11!

d8
I 423

d3~d216d25!

d6,8
I 3

1
d1,3~d21!~3d113!

d4,8
I 22

d1,3~d21!2

d4,8
Ĩ 1 ,

C12
(6)5I 52

~3d119!

d8
I 41

d3~4d125!

d6,8
I 32

d1,3~3d113!

d4,8
I 2

1
d1,3~d21!

d4,8
Ĩ 1 ,

C22
(6)52I 51

~d2114d143!

3d8
I 4

1
d3~d3130d21216d1430!

30d6,8
I 3

1
d1,3~d3115d2166d185!

15d4,8
I 22

2
d1,3~d21!~d218d110!

30d4,8
Ĩ 1 ,

C11
(8)5I 62

~d2115d18!

d12
I 512

d5~2d21!~d111!

d10,12
I 4

22
d3,5~3d2123d222!

d8,12
I 31

d1,5~d21!~4d125!

d6,12
I 2

2
d1,5~d21!2

d6,12
Ĩ 1 ,
04631
C12
(8)52I 612

~2d117!

d12
I 52

d5~7d164!

d10,12
I 4

1
d3,5~7d158!

d8,12
I 32

d1,5~4d125!

d6,12
I 21

d1,5~d21!

d6,12
Ĩ 1 ,

C22
(8)5I 62

~d2124d1116!

4d12
I 5

1
d5~d3158d21748d12632!

56d10,12
I 4

2
d3,5~3d3190d21788d12072!

56d8,12
I 3

1
d1,5~3d2150d1196!

56d6,12
I 2

2
d1,5~d21!~d2112d128!

56d6,12
Ĩ 1 ,

C11
(10)52I 71

~d11!~d119!

d16
I 625

d7~d2115d24!

d14,16
I 5

110
d5,7~d2112d29!

d12,16
I 425

d3,7~2d2119d219!

d10,16
I 3

1
d1,7~d21!~5d141!

d8,16
I 22

d1,7~d21!2

d8,16
Ĩ 1 ,

C12
(10)5I 72

~5d153!

d16
I 61

d7~11d1128!

d14,16
I 5

22
d5,7~7d181!

d12,16
I 41

d3,7~11d1113!

d10,16
I 3

2
d1,7~5d141!

d8,16
I 21

d1,7~d21!

d8,16
Ĩ 1 ,

C22
(10)52I 71

~d2136d1239!

5d16
I 6

2
d7~d3194d211842d19432!

90d14,16
I 5

12
d5,7~d3149d21672d12727!

45d12,16
I 4

2
d3,7~d3134d21357d11167!

15d10,16
I 3

1
d1,7~2d3153d21444d11179!

45d8,16
I 2

2
d1,7~d21!~d2116d154!

90d8,16
Ĩ 1 ,
0-25
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C11
(12)5I 82

~d2125d134!

d20
I 713

d9~2d2139d21!

d18,20
I 6

25
d7,9~3d2149d228!

d16,20
I 515

d5,9~4d2155d247!

d14,20
I 4

23
d3,9~5d2157d258!

d12,20
I 31

d1,9~d21!~6d161!

d10,20
I 2

2
d1,9~d21!2

d10,20
Ĩ 1 ,

C12
(12)52I 812

~3d138!

d20
I 72

d9~16d1223!

d18,20
I 6

15
d7,9~5d172!

d16,20
I 525

d5,9~5d169!

d14,20
I 4

14
d3,9~4d149!

d12,20
I 32

d1,9~6d161!

d10,20
I 21

d1,9~d21!

d10,20
Ĩ 1 ,

C22
(12)5I 82

~d2150d1424!

6d20
I 7

1
d9~d31138d213768d125564!

132d18,20
I 6

25
d7,9~d3172d211392d17744!

132d16,20
I 5

15
d5,9~d3150d21754d13498!

66d14,20
I 4

2
d3,9~5d31195d212406d19416!

66d12,20
I 3

1
d1,9~5d31162d211680d15588!

132d10,20
I 2

2
d1,9~d21!~d2120d188!

132d10,20
Ĩ 1 .

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE CRITICAL
DIMENSIONS OF THE OPERATORS „u…2n

FOR LARGE d

The critical dimensions of the scalar composite opera
of the form (]u)2n were presented and discussed in S
VI C in the first nontrivial orders,O(«) andO(«/d), of the
double expansion in« and 1/d; see Eqs.~6.27!. Below we
give the derivation of those results.

The UV divergent part of the diagram from Eq.~6.9! with
a composite operator (]u)2n is given by the formulas~6.9!–
~6.20! for n52; see Sec. VI B. With obvious alteration
they apply to the case of generaln and can be summarized a
@the O(g) approximation in the renormalized variables#:

gCd~m/m!«

2«

]2F~a!

]ai 1i 2
]ai 3i 4

] j 1
u j 2

~x!] j 3
u j 4

~x!Ti 1i 2i 3i 4 , j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4
,

~B1!
04631
rs
.

where we have used the relations~1.4! and ~6.18! and de-
noted

Ti 1i 2i 3i 4 , j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4
[E dnni 1

ni 3
Pi 2 j 2

~n!Pi 4 j 4
~n!Pj 1 j 3

~n!.

~B2!

The integration over the unit sphere ind-dimensional space
in Eq. ~B2! can be explicitly performed using the isotrop
relations~6.17!:

Ti 1i 2i 3i 4 , j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4
5F1

d
d i 1i 3

d i 2 j 2
d i 4 j 4

d j 1 j 3

2
1

d0,2
~d i 2 j 2

d i 4 j 4
d i 1i 3 j 1 j 3

1d j 1 j 3
d i 2 j 2

d i 1i 3i 4 j 4
1d i 4 j 4

d j 1 j 3
d i 1i 2i 3 j 2

!

1
1

d0,4
~d j 1 j 3

d i 1i 2i 3i 4 j 2 j 4
1d i 2 j 2

d i 1i 3i 4 j 1 j 3 j 4

1d i 4 j 4
d i 1i 2i 3 j 1 j 2 j 3

!2
1

d0,6
d i 1i 2i 3i 4 j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4G ,

~B3!

whered0,k5d(d12) . . . (d1k); cf. Appendix A.
Although the coefficients of the tensor~B3! behave as

O(1/d) for d→`, contractions of their indicesi k can com-
pensate the smallness@the indicesj k are contracted with the
factor ]u]u in Eq. ~B1! and cannot be contracted with eac
other#. Such contractions occur when the fact
]2F(a)/]a]a contains the terms of the formd i 1i 3

d i 2i 4
or

d i 1i 4
d i 2i 3

~the third term,d i 1i 2
d i 3i 4

, is forbidden by the trans-

versality of the fieldu). In particular,

]2f1

]ai 1i 2
]ai 3i 4

52d i 1i 3
d i 2i 4

, f1[F j j
i i . ~B4!

Here and below, we use the notationF j 1••• j k

i 1••• i k

5] j 1
u i 1

•••] j k
u i k

; cf. Eq. ~6.7! in Sec. VI B.
However, both such contractions can appear simu

neously only in the term withd0,4 in Eq. ~B3! and give an
O(1/d) contribution. The leadingO(1) terms arise from the
contraction of the pairi 1i 3 in the first term of Eq.~B3!. The
needed term of the formd i 1i 3

in the factor]2F(a)/]a]a

appears in every differentiation of the block ofF that con-
tains the contraction of the indices of derivatives:

]2Fkk
bc

]ai 1i 2
]ai 3i 4

5d i 1i 3
~d i 2bd i 4c1d i 2cd i 4b!. ~B5!

Substituting Eq.~B5! into Eq. ~B1! gives the contribution

gCd~m/m!«

2«
] j 1

ub] j 1
uc5

gCd~m/m!«

2«
F j 1 j 1

bc ,

that is, the blockFkk
bc is reproduced, and the counterterm

the operatorFa in the orderO(1) is proportional to the same
0-26
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monomialFa . The number of such contributions equals
the numberña of the contractions between the derivatives
the monomialFa , and we obtain

Aab5
1

2
ñadab1O~1/d!, ~B6a!

gab
(0)~g* !52ñadab1O~1/d!, ~B6b!

Da
(0)5~n2ña!«1O~1/d!, ~B6c!

where 0<ña<n for operators from the family (]u)2n. The
minimal possible value,Da50, is reached forña5n, that is,
for the operators where all the derivatives are contracted o
with each other. In the family~6.7!, one hasña5n52 for F2

and F5 ; ña51 (Da5«) for F3 , F4, and F6 ; ña50 (Da
52«) for F1.

Let us turn to the calculation of theO(1/d) correction to
the results~B6!. We write

Da5Da
(0)1Ca /d ~B7!

with Da
(0) from ~B6c! and numerical coefficientsCa deter-

mined by the relation

det@D2Da
(0)2Ca /d#50, ~B8!

whereD is the matrix~4.11! for the family (]u)2n with a
given n.

Since in theO(1) approximation the matrixD is diagonal
with the diagonal elementsDa

(0) , all the nondiagonal ele
ments of the matrix in Eq.~B8! are of orderO(1/d), as well
as its diagonal elements that correspond to the~degenerate!
eigenvalueDa

(0) . The diagonal elements that correspond
the eigenvalues different fromDa

(0) are of orderO(1). It then
follows that the determinant in Eq.~B8! is of orderO(1/dN),
whereN is the degeneracy of the eigenvalueDa

(0) , and the
vanishing of the full determinant in the leading approxim
tion is equivalent to the vanishing of itsN3N subdetermi-
nant that corresponds toDa

(0) .
This means that in theO(1/d) approximation, the equa

tions for the coefficientsCa corresponding to different val
ues ofDa

(0) or, equivalently,ña , are independent, and thes
coefficients can be sought separately.

It is clear from Eq.~B6c! that for small 1/d, dangerous
operators (Da,0) can be present only among the operat
with Da

(0)50, and below we confine ourselves to this fami

For such operators,ña5n ~tensor indices of the derivative
are contracted only with each other, and the same holds
the indices of the fields!, and they always can be represent
in the form

F5~f1!n1~f2!n2
•••~fq!nq, ~B9!

where (k51
q knk5n and fk is the scalar operator that con

tains 2k fieldsu and cannot be represented as a product. T
operator necessarily reduces to the form@cf. Eq. ~B4! for
k51#
04631
ly

-

s

or

is

fk5Fsks1s1s2s2s3•••sk21sk

l 1l 1l 2l 2l 3l 3••• l kl k [@sks1 ,s1s2 ,s2s3 , . . . ,sk21sk#.

~B10!

Now let us collect all possible contributions of ord
O(1/d).

~i! As already mentioned above, anO(1/d) contribution
appears from the term withd0,4 in Eq. ~B3!, when the both
derivatives in the vertex~6.12! act onf1. In Eq. ~B1!, this
gives the contribution of the form

gCd

2«d S m

mD «

] j 1
u j 2

] j 1
u j 2

5
gCd

2«d S m

mD «

f1 ,

that is, the operatorF in Eq. ~B9! reproduces itself, and the
number of such terms is equal ton1. Therefore, the corre-
sponding contributions to the matricesAab and gab* in Eq.
~B6! are diagonal and have the forms

d1Aab5
n1

2d
dab , d1gab* 52

n1

d
dab . ~B11!

~ii ! An O(1/d) contribution appears from the term wit
d0,2 in Eq. ~B3!, when the both derivatives in the verte
~6.12! act on any one of then factorsFkk

bc in F and produce
the delta symbold i 1i 3

. Each of these differentiations give
into Eq. ~B1! the contribution

2
gCd

2«d S m

mD «

3] j 1
ub] j 1

uc ,

and the corresponding contributions into the functions~B6!
are again diagonal:

d2Aab52
3n

2d
dab , d1gab* 5

3n

d
dab . ~B12!

~iii ! The contributions into Eq.~B1! from the first term of
Eq. ~B3!,

gCd

4« S m

mD « ]2F~a!

]ai 1i 2
]ai 1i 4

] j 1
u i 2

] j 1
u i 4

. ~B13!

The operation] j 1
u i 2

]/]ai 1i 2
breaks the chain of contraction

in fk ,

] j 1
u i 2

]fk /]ai 1i 2
52k@ j 1s1 ,s1s2 ,s2s3 , . . . ,sk21i 1#

~B14!

in the notation of Eq.~B10!. In the following, the field with
the indexj 1 is not differentiated, since it does not belong
the operatorF(a) in the vertex~6.12!.

The operation] j 1
u i 4

]/]ai 1i 4
acts either onto the facto

~B14! or onto some other factorfs in the operator~B9!. In
the latter case, another broken chain of the form~B14! ap-
pears; along with the first broken chain it gives rise to t
unbroken chain withk1s elements, that is,fk1s . Therefore,
this process gives rise to the counterterm
0-27
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gCd

2«d S m

mD «

4ksfk1s ~B15!

for any pair of factorsfk , fs in the operator~B9!, and they
determine nondiagonal contributions to the matrices~B6!.

The action of the operation] j 1
u i 4

]/]ai 1i 4
onto the chain

~B14! produces a number of different terms. One possibi
is the breakdown of the chain of contractions of two kind

@ j 1s1 ,s1s2 , . . . ,sp21 j 1 ,i 1sp11 , . . . ,sk21i 1#,
~B16a!

@ j 1s1 ,s1s2 , . . . ,sp21i 1 , j 1sp11 , . . . ,sk21i 1#.
~B16b!

The first variant is obviouslyfpfk2p , that is, the ‘‘decay’’

fk→
gCd

2«d S m

mD «

(
p51

k21

kfpfk2p. ~B17!

The second variant gives (k21) factorsfk , and they give
the diagonal contribution to the matrices~B6!:

d3Aab5
1

2d (
k52

q

nkk~k21!dab ~B18!

with nk andq from Eq. ~B9!.
Finally, the differentiation of the rightmost factor in Eq

~B14! givesdfk . This is the leadingO(1) contribution, but
it also gives theO(1/d) term after the substitution

g→g* 5
2«

Cd
S 11

2

dD1O~1/d2!.

The contribution to the matrices~B6! is also diagonal:

d4Aab5
n

d
dab , d4gab* 52

2n

d
dab . ~B19!

Collecting the contributions~B11!, ~B12!, ~B18!, and
~B19! gives

dAab5
1

2d Fn12n1 (
k52

q

nkk~k21!Gdab , ~B20a!

dgab* 5
1

d Fn2n12 (
k52

q

nkk~k21!Gdab ~B20b!

for the total diagonalO(1/d) contribution to the matrices
~B6!, while their nontrivial nondiagonal elements are det
mined by Eqs.~B15! and ~B17!, with the summation in the
former over all pairs of the factorsfkfs in the operator~B9!.

Consider a few examples that illustrate the above al
rithm and lead to the results announced in Sec. VI C.

For n52, the family of operators withña5n52 consists
of two elements,

F5$f1
2 ,f2%,
04631
y

-

-

and the equation~B8! for the coefficientsCa in the represen-
tation ~B7! has the form~here and below we omit the sub
script a and change the signs of the matrix elements so
they all become positive!:

UC 4

2 C
U50. ~B21!

The solutions areC562A2, as announced in Eq.~6.27a!.
For n53, the relevant family consists of three elemen

F5$f1
3 ,f1f2 ,f3%,

the equation has the form

UC 12 0

2 C 8

0 6 31C
U50 ~B22!

with the solutions given in Eq.~6.27b!.
For n54, the relevant family consists of five elements

F5$f1
4 ,f1

2f2 ,f2
2 ,f1f3 ,f4%,

the equation has the form

UC 24 0 0 0

2 C 4 16 0

0 4 C 0 16

0 6 0 31C 12

0 0 4 8 81C

U50 ~B23!

with the solutions given in Eq.~6.27c!.
For n55, the relevant family consists of seven elemen

F5$f1
5 ,f1

3f2 ,f1f2
2 ,f1

2f3 ,f1f4 ,f2f3 ,f5%,

the equation has the form

UC 40 0 0 0 0 0

2 C 12 24 0 0 0

0 4 C 0 16 16 0

0 6 0 31C 24 4 0

0 0 4 8 81C 0 16

0 0 6 2 0 31C 24

0 0 0 0 10 10 151C

U50

~B24!

with the solutions given in Eq.~6.27d!.
For n56, the relevant family consists of eleven elemen

F5$f1
6 ,f1

4f2 ,f1
2f2

2 ,f2
3 ,f1

3f3 ,f1f2f3 ,

f3
2 ,f1

2f4 ,f2f4 ,f1f5 ,f6%,

the equation has the form
0-28
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UC 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 C 24 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 4 C 4 0 32 0 16 0 0 0

0 0 6 C 0 0 0 0 48 0 0

0 6 0 0 31C 12 0 36 0 0 0

0 0 6 0 2 31C 8 0 12 24 0

0 0 0 0 0 12 61C 0 0 0 36

0 0 4 0 8 0 0 81C 4 32 0

0 0 0 4 0 8 0 2 81C 0 32

0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 0 151C 20

0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 12 12 241C

U50 ~B25!

with the solutions given in Eq.~6.27e!.
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